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ABSTRACT 
Transmission of telemetry data i s  a significant application of 
For analog data pulse code modulation (PCM) communication systems. 
it is necessary f o r  the  system t o  sample, quantize and code the  data 
before transmission over a d i g i t a l  channel. A t  t he  destination a 
facsimile of the  source waveform is  reconstructed by the  receiver. 
It differs f romthe  source waveform because of e r ror  introduced by 
the  sampler, *anther, and the noisy channel. 
effect of these e r rors  on t h e  reconstructed waveform we use the  mean- 
To evaluate the  
integral-sqare er ror  cr i ter ion.  
Our purpose i s  t o  minimize t h i s  e r ror  between sample functions 
of stationary, second order processes and t h e i r  facsimiles presented 
t o  the  user. Our approach is  t o  t i e  together the existing specialized 
results adding necessary details and extensions where necessary in 
order t o  complete an analysis and optimization of the  en t i r e  system. 
We show ana ly t ica l ly  that the  optimum quantizer is  a function 
of the  channel t rans i t ion  matrix and give the  necessary conditions 
for  a quantizer s t ructure  t o  be optimum. 
s t ructures  are a l so  presented. 
presented for  the example of t h e  stationary Gaussian Markov source 
Suboptimum quantizer 
Detailed numerical r e s u l t s  a r e  
w i t h  R ( ? )  = e - 
memoryless channels. 
I and the  mth order extensions of binary symmetric 
A data compression scheme using Hotelling's method of principal 
components on time samples i s  evaluated by computer simulation. 
found t o  perform comparably t o  Karhenen-Loeve sampling which is  known 
t o  be best fo r  t h i s  c lass  of sources. For both of these sampling pro- 
cedures the  samples a re  found t o  have unequal variances and hence have 
varying information content. It i s  demonstrated tha t  t he  samples with 
greater  variance should be represented by more channel b i t s  so as t o  
minimize the  overall system error.  
unequal b i t  assignments i s  evaluated and shown t o  compare favorably t o  
optimum b i t  assignments obtained by an exhaustive search. 
It i s  
An ad hoc method of obtaining the  
A conventional PCM telemetry system which u t i l i z e s  time samples, 
no data compression, and includes a noisy channel i s  simulated. 
t h i s  manner an estimate of i t s  overall  performance is  obtained. 
i s  compared t o  the  performance of the system using a K.L. sampler. 
Both the system using a K.L. sampler and t h a t  using a time sampler 
followed by a d i g i t a l  f i l t e r  a re  found t o  be superior t o  the  conven- 
t i o n a l  system. 
e r ro r  was decreased by 1/22 while obtaining a bandwidth reduction of 1/3. 
When a d i g i t a l  f i l t e r  is inserted a f t e r  the time sampler it is 
In 
This 
For the process considered the mean-integral-square 
a l so  necessary t o  inser t  an inverse f i l t e r  at  the receiver. 
shown tha t  the optimum f i l t e r  i s  determined from the covariance matrix 
of t h e  time samples. 
It i s  
1 
CHAPIER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 The Problem 
Transmission of telemetry data i s  a s ign i f icant  application of 
pulse code modulation (PCM) conrmunication systems. 
necessary f o r  the system t o  perform three successive operations on the 
data before it i s  transmitted Over the  d i g i t a l  channel. 
commody referred t o  as ( i )  sampling, ( i i )  quantizing, and ( i i i )  coding. 
The received i n f o m t i o n  is decoded and fran t h i s  data an analog wave- 
form is  constructed. A block diagram of a PCM system f o r  telemetering 
analog signals  is shown i n  Figure 1.1. 
For analog data it is  
These a r e  
The function of the system is  t o  take the  analog waveform presented 
t o  it by the source and supply a facsimile of it t o  the user. 
t o  evaluate the performance of the system, it is necessary t o  f i r s t  
define a c r i t e r ion  of' goodness o r  index of performance. 
and workable c r i t e r ion  is that the facsimile be close t o  the source 
output i n  the mean-integral-square sense, i. e., the  e r ro r  
I n  order 
A meaningful 
f 2  = E{JT [x( t )  - z( t )J2 a t )  
0 
should be small. 
The purpose of t h i s  work is not t o  analyze random processes provided 
by nature nor t o  analyze communication channels, b u t  ra ther  t o  provide a 
1 
a 
W 
I- 
t 
5 cn z a 
U 
I- 
- 
-Ih Y cx L, 
0 
n 
c 
Y 
N 
a 
I 
N-. 
I 
 
2 
3 
connecting l i n k  between the process and the channel. Therefore, given 
descriptions of a process and a channel, the problem i s  t o  determine 
sampling, quantizing and coding procedures which minimize the e r ro r  i n  
(1.1). 
contributions tcward the solution of the problem. 
Before proceeding with the analysis,  l e t  us review previous 
1 .2  Technical Review 
1.2.1 History. Twenty-nine years have passed since the  concept of 
pulse code modulation (PCM) was p t e n t e d  by Alec H, Reeves [l]. 
p t e n t  disclosure Reeves clearly expressed that three successive s teps  
were necessary: sampling, quantizing and coding. However, as explained 
25 years l a t e r  i n  a philosophical a r t i c l e  [2] by the inventor, the 
invention was ahead of i t s  time, and important, f a r  reaching decisions 
a r e  now being made which w i l l  great ly  a f f e c t  the future  of PCM. 
ing reading on the h i s t o r i c a l  background, progress, and some projections 
regarding Pc;M as a cammunications media a re  found i n  Reference [2] and an 
a r t i c l e ,  "The Philosophy of PCMftg by Oliver, Pierce, and Shannon [3] 
These a r t i c l e s  a l s o  include extensive bibliographies. 
I n  h i s  
Inkerest- 
Descriptions of mny operatfng communications and telemetry systems 
are avai lable  i n  the l i t e r a tu re ,  both a t  a theore t ica l  l eve l  and a 
prac t ica l  level .  
extensively with problems involved i n  implementing PCM systems a r e  
s t a t i s t i c a l  communication theory and coding theory. 
amount of information regarding the s t a t e  of the a r t  with respect t o  
operating systems has been presented a t  various conferences: 
Annual National Telemetering Conference [4], Adaptive Telemetry 
TWO disciplines of e l e c t r i c a l  engineering which deal 
A considerable 
e.g. 
r, 
Conference [ 51, etc .  
1.2.2 The Telemetry Problem. The telemetry problem addresses the 
task of accurately monitoring a physical process, and accurately and 
e f f i c i en t ly  transferring the information obtained from the point of 
measurement t o  some other point i n  space. 
is  obtained from a deterministic process, it i s  implied that  sample 
functions representing the randm phenomenon being measured a r e  obtained 
a t  the output of the measuring apparatus. 
then transferred fram t h e  source t o  the u s e r  a t  an established ra te ,  
and subject t o  a cer ta in  amount of error .  
Realizing that  no information 
These sample functions a r e  
To discuss the e r ro r  of the telemetry system, it i s  necessary t o  
f i rs t  decide upon a c r i t e r ion  by which t o  measure the error .  Various 
c r i t e r i a  have been proposed f o r  systems 16-87. The mean-square e r r o r  
c r i t e r ion  has received the most a t ten t ion  because it i s  in tu i t i ve ly  
sa t i s fy ing  and can be handled mathematically. Also,  it i s  knmn [9]  
that minimizing the e r ror  w i t h  respect t o  the mean-square e r ro r  
c r i t e r ion  provides the minimum f o r  other c r i t e r i a ,  especial ly  i n  the 
presence of Gaussian s t a t i s t i c s .  For these reasons, plus others 
presented l a t e r ,  the mean-integral-square e r ro r  c r i t e r ion  w i l l  be used 
a s  the c r i te r ion  of goodness i n  t h i s  study. However, it is  recognized 
that if the user i s  t o  in t e rp re t  the information d i r e c t l y  (e.g., by 
l i s ten ing  t o  i t  o r  by observing it on a v isua l  display), the bes t  
c r i te r ion  of goodness f o r  the system of i n t e r e s t  (FCM telemetry i n  
t h i s  case) should be determined through subjective tes t ing.  
group a t  Massachusetts I n s t i t u t e  of Technology, headed by Thomas S. 
Huang, is  presently evaluating e r ror  c r i t e r i a  f o r  application t o  
A research 
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T 
picture transmission systems [ l O , l l ] .  Reference [ll] contains an 
exhaustive bibliography of previous contributions. 
Laboratories' researchers are act ive i n  the  analysis of PCM 
transmission of both speech and pictures [12,13 1. 
Bell Telephone 
The modulation scheme used i n  t h e  telemetry system is merely a 
technique f o r  t ransferr ing information over a transmission channel. 
This channel consists of an interval  in the frequency spectrum plus the 
associated transmitt ing and receiving equipment which represents a 
cap i t a l  investment. 
expense by minimizing h is  demand on the channel while maintaining a 
specified accuracy. 
ing the  data and properly preparing it for  transmission. 
Hence t h e  user of t h i s  channel can minimize h i s  
This can be accomplished by e f f i c i en t ly  represent- 
0 
If the mean-integral-square e r ror  c r i t e r ion  is  used as a measure 
of the  system error,  it is possible t o  break the t o t a l  e r ror  into par t s  
associated with the  operations of t he  system on the  data sample function. 
1.2.3 System Model. The t o t a l  mean-integral-square error of the 
system i s  
8 = E{JT [x(t) - z ( t ) f  d t ]  (1.1) 
0 
where x ( t ) ,  t E [ O , T ]  i s  the analog signal presented by the  source t o  the 
telemetry system and z ( t ) ,  t E [ O , T ]  i s  the analog s ignal  presented by the  
telemetry system t o  the  user. For t he  case of r e a l  time transmission of 
an analog s ignal  using an  average and peak power l imited transmitter,  
Totty [l4], showed tha t  (1.1) can be separated in to  three additive terms: 
the representation or  approximation error,  the  quantization or  round-off 
error,  and the  channel error ;  i .e .  
2 2 2 c2 = Ea + E, + Ec 
6 
These errors  resu l t  from functional operations on the data by the system, 
a s  i l l u s t r a t e d  in  Figure 1.1. This addi t ive property i s  va l id  when the 
data i n  analog form is  
OD 
X ( t )  = c xi 
i=1 
where the {cpi(t)) ( i  = 
x a r e  the projections i 
represented by a generalized Fourier expansion 
cp,( t) 
1,2,. . .) i s  a complete orthonormal basis,  and the 
of x( t) on the cpi( t), and when the quantization 
is performed i n  a manner which'minimizes the mean-square quantization 
e r r o r  ~15,163. 
by considering E 
levels ,  M, i s  increased, decreases. However, now the number of 
binary d ig i t s ,  m, required t o  represent each l e v e l  a l s o  increases. 
"v:,k t h a t  the errors  a r e  not independent, a s  can be seen 
2 2 and E, . For example, i f  the number of quantization 
q 
2 
9 
Theref ore, because of the time and power constraints mentioned previously, 
the evergy per 
w i l l  increase. 
The first 
transmitted 
uni t  of the 
2 pulse w i l l  necessarily decrease, and E, 
telemetry system, the sampler, provides us 
with an approximate d iscre te  representation of the sample function, x( t), 
tC[O,T]. 
truncated generalized Fourier expns ion  
This is accomplished by expressing the sample function a s  a 
n 
(1.3) 
where 
x = J' x ( t )  cpi(t) at ,  
i o  
i ='l, ..., n (1.4) 
We see that  the xi(i  = 1, ..., n) a r e  continuous random variables which 
have density functions px (Xi) (i = 1, ..., n)  determined by the process 
i 
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[x( t)] and the sequence of l inear  operations performed on the process. 
The sample function is now represented by a vector of dimension n 
whose components a r e  quantized i n  the next stage of the system. The 
e f f e c t  of quantization is  t o  reduce the s t a t e  space from an uncountable 
i n f i n i t e  s e t  of r e a l  numbers to  a f i n i t e  s e t  of ra t iona l  numbers. 
Hence the ccanponents of the quantized data vector, y, are d iscre te  
randm variables, and the continuous sample function on a continuous 
s t a t e  space has now been reduced t o  a f i n i t e  s e t  of random variables 
each constrained t o  a f i n i t e  s t a t e  space. 
The next s t e p  i s  t o  properly prepare t h i s  infomation f o r  i t s  
precarious t r i p  through an uncertain channel, This is done by 
properly coding each ccanponent of the data vector and by choosing 
signals best  sui ted t o  the channel. 
coding and s igna l  design problems. Channel e r rors  cause var ia t ions 
i n  the ccanponents of the decoded vector, z, from those i n  the quantized 
These problems are known as the 
vector, y. We note that these e r rors  a r e  themselves d iscre te  random 
1.2.4 Error Analysis. If the representation, quantization, and 
transmission problems a r e  considered seperately w i t h  no regard f o r  t h e i r  
compatibility i n  the overal l  system, then a considerable amount of 
information is avai lable  regarding the nature and magnitude of the 
individual errors .  I n  a recent a r t i c l e  [l7] Papoulis reviewed the 
various errors  involved when representing a sample function using time 
samples. Of spec ia l  i n t e re s t  a r e  those discussions of the mean-square 
e r r o r  of non-bandlimited functions. Ar t ic les  t o  this  e f f ec t  appeared 
8 
i n  1955-1956 [18-201 with Stewart obtaining the optimum non-realizable 
reconstruction f i l t e r .  
optimum reconstruction f i l t e r  and optimum pre - f i l t e r  f o r  a system which 
a l s o  f i l t e r s  before sampling. These and the  truncated Karhunen-Loeve 
representation were compared i n  a recent a r t i c l e  [22] f o r  the case of 
a stationary, normal Markov process. 
f o r  the mean-square e r ror  of various pract ical  reconstructors and 
s ignal  correlation functions. 
Then i n  1960, Spilker [21] determined the  
L i f f  [23] obtained expressions 
The problem of quantizing optimally using the mean- square error c r i t e r ion  
has a l s o  at t racted the a t ten t ion  of several  authors [24,15,16]. 
even f o r  the s i n g l e  sample case, the optimum quantizer is  d i f f i c u l t  t o  
implement, and is not always s igni f icant ly  be t t e r  than selected sub- 
optimum quantizers [l52. 
optimal quantizers have subsequently been discussed [25-27]. 
in te res t ing  a r t i c l e  [28] considers the quantization of a block o r  
vector of correlated Gaussian random variables. These a re  first 
l inear ly  transf ormed i n t o  uncorrela tea, hence independent, random 
variables, and then quantized optimally by the method of Max i n t o  
2% (i = 1,. . . , n )  l eve ls  f o r  each component of the n dimensional 
vector. The C m. b i t s  a r e  then transmitted over a noiseless channel, 
and the inverse operations performed a t  the receiver. 
However, 
More pract ical  suboptimum approximations t o  
Another 
n 
i=1 1 
We now come t o  the channel which has been and s t i l l  is studied 
by many researchers, but  seldom using a mean-square e r ror  c r i te r ion .  
The f i r s t  discussion of message e r ror  introduced by a binary channel 
and measured i n  the mean-square sense appeared i n  the Proceedings of 
IEE i n  1955 [Z9]. Then i n  1962 Bad0 [ 30 ) ,  i n  a quite d i f f e ren t  
9 
application -- t h a t  of s tor ing analog infomation i n  binary form on 
magnetic tape -- derived some mean-square e r ro r  expressions f o r  the case 
of uniform quantization. The topic has received fur ther  a t ten t ion  since 
then [31-36], especial ly  a s  associated wfth the transmission of speech 
and pictures.  One important resu l t  obtained f o r  input data uniformly 
dis t r ibuted over the integers 0 t o  Z m - l  i s  t h a t  the n a t u r a l  code 
minimizes the ( t c t a l )  average noise power [373. 
obtained using block eodes; huwever, the case of redundancy coding 
has also received a small amount of a t t en t ion  [38-391. 
r e s u l t  obtained by Clark and Totty [40] i s  that redundant coding may 
ac tua l ly  degrade the performance measured i n  the mean-square sense 
while improving it i n  the  minimum probabi l i ty  of word e r ro r  sense 
r e l a t ive  t o  n a t u r a l  block coding. 
These r e su l t s  were 
One in te res t ing  
We have naJ reviewed individually the e f fec ts  of representation, 
quantization, and channel errors. 
these errors  a r e  present and quite possibly in te r re la ted .  
discussion of the  jo in t  effects  of the e r ro r  sources was published i n  
1962 [hl] and considered the case of time sampling and uniform 
quantizing. 
output t o  the desired output i n  a mean-square sense was obtained. 
Adding a fu r the r  constraint ,  that the information be sen t  over a channel 
of f ixed rate ,  S t e f g l i t z  e421 obtained the mean-square e r ro r  f o r  various 
reconstruction devices and power spectra of prac t ica l  i n t e re s t .  Then 
i n  a se r i e s  of l e t t e r s ,  Goodman [43-451 discussed the minimization of 
t o t a l  mean-square error .  
a r t i c l e ,  i n  t h a t  he deviated from time samples and considered ordinary 
However, i n  an ac tua l  system a l l  of 
The f i rs t  
The optimum l inear  output f i l t e r  f o r  matching the system 
He made a s ign i f icant  s t ep  i n  the last 
10 
Fourier coefficients a s  obtained by bandpass f i l t e r s .  
I n  an a r t i c l e  published i n  1964 [46], Viterbi considered the  j o in t  
e f fec ts  of quantizing and coding (non-redundant) on band limited signals 
with uniform amplitude d is t r ibu t ion  and sampled a t  the Nyquist ra te .  
Then i n  h i s  book [47] he presented a family of curves from which, given 
the channel signal-to-noise r a t i o  and the message bandwidth, one can 
obtain the number of quantizing levels  which optimizes the message 
signal- to-noise 1’8 t i o .  Finally, Totty [14] considered the simultaneous 
e f fec ts  of a l l  the sources of error .  However, he does not propose tha t  
h i s  expression for mean-integral-square e r ror  i s  minimum, only t h a t  
the e f fec ts  a r e  additive i n  the mean-integral-square sense. 
1 .3  Approach and Contributions 
Our purpose is t o  min imize  the mean-integral-square e r ror  between 
sample functions of stationary, second order processes and t h e i r  
facsimiles presented t o  the user .  Our approach i s  t o  t i e  together 
the existing specialized results adding necessary de t a i l s  and extensions 
where necessary i n  order t o  complete En analysis and optimization of 
the en t i r e  system. Then w e  seek suboptimum, but readi ly  implementable, 
procedures which approach the optimum system i n  performance. 
I n  Chapter I1 w e  discuss the Karhunen-Loeve representation of 
analog s ignals  as well  as the pr incipal  components of t i m e  samples 
taken on these signals. We present the d i g i t a l  f i l t e r  and inverse 
f i l t e r  which, used with t i m e  samples, minimize the e r ro r  i n  (1.1). 
I n  Chapter I11 we determine the optimum quantizer. It i s  shown 
that t h i s  quantizer is, i n  fac t ,  a function of the channel. Hence, 
11 
the  two must be analyzed together and not s e p r a t e l y  a s  has been 
cornon i n  the past. 
spaced in te rva ls  i s  determined. 
The suboptimum quantizer which has uniformly 
The t rade off problem between the number of data samples and 
number of quantizing intervals  is ccnsidered i n  Chapter N. 
problem of determining the optimum trade off i s  formulated. 
algorithm which provides a suboptimum solution is presented. 
The 
An 
An examplg that of the s ta t ionary Markov Gaussian process, i s  
used t o  i l l u s t r a t e  the resul ts .  The channels considered i n  the system 
a r e  extensions of the binary symmetric channel where the b i t  e r rors  
result from the diaturbing ef fec ts  of addi t ive white Gaussian noise. 
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CHAPTER I1 
PROCESS REPRESENTATION 
Recall t ha t  the f irst  operation performed by the telemetry system 
i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Figure 1.1 i s  t o  convert the input waveform x ( t )  t€[O,T] 
i n to  a vector of f i n i t e  dimension n. A method of obtaining t h i s  
representation i s  t o  expand the function i n  a generalized Fourier 
expansion and then truncate t h i s  expansion, i . e . ,  
n 
i=l x a = 
c xi Vi@) 
x = JT x ( t )  cpi(t) d t ,  
0 i 
i = 1, ..., n 
The waveform reconstructor i n  Figure 1.1must construct a waveform 
z ( t ) ,  tE[O,T], from the samples z i ( i  = l , . . * , n )  provided a t  the output 
of t he  decoder. Let us define t h i s  operation a s  
n 
i=l 
Z ( t )  = c zi q$t) 
where the c p . ( i  = 1, ..., n)  a re  those of (2.1). 
error ,  t h a t  error  due t o  the  sampler, i s  defined as  
Now the approximation 
1 
Totty [14] showed tha t ,  under def ini t ions (2-1),  (2.2), and (2.3) t he  
13 
total error (1.1) separates into two additive terms 
(2.4.) 
where 
2 n 
i=1 
2 & = EC (Xi - Zi) 3 
The error G2, which is due to the quantizer and channel, will be 
discussed in Chapter 3 .  
2.1 Karhunen-Loeve Representation 
An orthogonal expansion with extremely useful properties exists 
for random processes which have finite and continuous covariance 
functions. These processes, known as second order processes, are 
discussed with rigor in Chapter 10 of Loeve's book [48]. Let us 
consider stationary second order processes with sample functions 
centered about their expectations, Ex(t), and let Ex(t) = 0 .  
The orthogonal expansion, commonly referred to as the Karhunen- 
Loeve (K.L.) expansion, of a sample function x( t )+ ,  tE[O,T), from 
such a process is 
with 
Exixj = Sij' 
( 2 . 5 )  
i,j = 1,2,. . . 
(2  * 71 
i,j = 1,2,. . . 
where the 0: are the eigenvalues and the cp,(t) are the eigenfunctions 
'We will only consider real processes. 
of the integral equation 
The xi are the normalized projections 
x i = ui JT x(t) qi(t)dt 
An approximation t o  x(t) can now be obtained by truncating the 
expansion in (2.6) 
n 
i =1 
x (t) = c xi ai yri(t) a 
14 
( 2  9) 
(2.10) 
The approximate waveform (2.10) can be made as close to x(t) as desired. 
This is due to the mean square convergence properties of the K.L. 
expansion and can be expressed as 
n 
[x(t) - c xi oi qi(t)] + o as n + 0 
i=l 
uniformly on [O,T]. The approximation error E for the K.L. 
representation of a second order stationary process, obtained from 
(2.6), (2.10) and (2.3) by appealing t o  Mercer's theorem'is 
a 
* 2  
= R ( 0 )  - C o2 'a 
This representation 
below. 
1. The random 
and unit variance. 
are independent. 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
I i=l 
has numerous advantages some of which are listed 
variables xi are uncorrelated all with zero mean 
Moreover, if the process if Gaussian, then they 
'See Appendix 2 of Reference [6]. 
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2 .  The basis  functions are orthogonal and, therefore, it may 
be possible t o  obtain the samples by sui table  f i l t e r s .  
3 .  By ordering the eigenvalues of (2.8) i n  a nonincreasing 
manner the approximation error Ea2 w i l l  always be minimum for  any 
given n. 
4. O f  a l l  sequences of functions rgi(t) ( i  = 1, ..., n) defined, 
continuous, and orthonormal on [O,T], those obtained from (2.8) 
minimize the approximation error E 2 [49]. a 
The K. L. expansion of the stationary Gaussian EJhzrkov (SGM) 
process with covariance function 
R(T)  = e 'IT1 , -QD < 7 < OD 
has been obtained [6, 50). 
fo r  other representation schemes i n  Section 2.4. 
It's performance i s  compared t o  those 
2.2 Time Sampl ing 
In the  previous section it was mentioned tha t  f i l t e r s  might be 
real ized t o  obtain K.L. samples. However, there  are many pract ical  
d i f f i c u l t i e s  involved i n  realizing these f i l t e r s .  
i s  common place t o  obtain the f i n i t e  vector of samples a t  the o u t p t  
of the sampler by using time sampling. The principles of time 
sampliw are well known and w i l l  not be discussed here. 
though, t ha t  no one has been ab le  t o  analyze the  system of Figure 1.1 
under the mean-integral-square e r ror  c r i te r ion  fo r  t i m e  sampling of  
non-bandlimited functions. 
For th i s  reason it 
Recall, 
The error  
incurred when time sampling sample functions from the SGM process and 
reconstructing z (t ) by linear interpolation (LI), by step functions 
(zero order hold ZOH), and by sin(m)/m functions 'FS estimated by 
computer simulation. 
purposes. 
It is presented in Section 2.4 for comparative 
2.3 Hotelling's Principal Components 
Most processes of nature which are of interest to us are processes 
with a certain amount of memory. 
statistical properties by nonzero cross correlations between the 
time samples taken on a sample function of the process. Ways of 
utilizing this relationship between time samples to somehow reduce 
the total number of samples required to represent a sample function 
are eagerly sought [Sl]. Schemes whicb Sccomplish this end are 
sometimes referred to as data compression or redundancy removal 
techniques. Typjcally, these methods operate in real time and 
utilize prediction techniques. 
This is manifested in their 
For applications where a fixed delay before receiving the 
samples is allowable a technique due to Hotelling [52]  might be 
employed. This method, sometimes called the method of principal 
components [53], utilizes linear transformations to obtain 
uncorrelated random variables in a manner analogous to the Karhunen- 
Loeve expansion of sample functions. 
Consider the case where the sample function x(t), t€[O,T] 02 
a zero mean random process is converted to an N dimensional vector 
by taking time samples at uniform intervals of T/N seconds. And 
16 
where the NxN covariance matrix C of the random vector is known. 
For this case Hotelling's principal components a.re 
l!l 
w = c X(ti) Bij 
j i=l 
where the Bij are the entries of B = (B.  .), the orthogonal matrix 
which diagonalizes the covariance matrix, i.e. 
=J 
A = B T Z B  
(2.14) 
The eigenvalues of the covariance matrix are the entries of the 
diagonal matrix A and the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix are 
the columns of B. It is assumed. that the eigenvalues are ordered in 
a nonincreasing manner. The covariance matrix of the new samples is 
T T T  ) = E(B XtXt B) 
(2.16) 
T = B  C B = A  
where x 
From (2.16) we see that the w. (i = 1,. . .,N) are uncorrelated and 
ordered in terms of decreasirq variance. 
is the N dimensional vector of time samples x(t. ) (i = I, . * ,&I .  
t 1 
1 
The properties of the principal components obtained by (2.14) 
are s h m  compactly in (2.15) and (2.16). 
in an expanded form are 
These properties expressed 
j,k = 1, ..., N 
1 w w ) = Qjk, j,k = 1, ...,E j k  E(  q& 
where B .  is the jth eigenvector of the covarriance matrix C a& '$Le:L>\- 
the jth column of B and A .  is the j 
J 
th diagonal entry of the liidirix A. 
J 
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Note the similari ty between (2.7) and (2.17). 
s imi la r i ty  i s  between a time sampled v e r s i m  of (2.9), v i s .  
Another point of 
and a normalized version of (2.14), v i s .  
M 
(2.18) 
The relationship between the weights, cpi(tj)/oi and B .  ./&, used t o  
obtain the samgles x They are  
shown t o  be equivalent for  N large.  
J 1  
t t 
and wi is  investigated i n  Appendix A. i 
2.3.1 A Digital  F i l t e r  fo r  Data Compression.' Since the  
information associated with a random variable i s  proportional t o  i t s  
variance, we see tha t  the w provide l e s s  information as  i increases. 
We then reason t h a t ,  since it costs us i n  terms of channel requirements 
i 
t o  send data samples, we w i l l  discard those wi fo r  i > n where n i s  
an a rb i t ra ry  posit ive integer l e s s  than N. Call th i s  n dimensional 
vector I?. 
space generated by the f irst  n columns of B .  
matrix B, then 
It i s  obtained by projecting xt on the n dimensional 
Cal l  t h i s  projection 
A 
(2.20) T^ $=I3 xt 
h 
The matrix I3 defines the weights of the d i g i t a l  f i l t e r  which compresses 
the data of ' the  N component random vector x 
random vector 9. 
i n to  the n < N component t 
- 
'For another discussion of d i g i t a l  f i l t e r i n g  see Reference [22]  
I 
8 
8 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
1 
l 
1 
I 
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The covariance matrix of the random vector 6 i s  
E ~ I ? ~ = E @  T^ x x T ;  
t t  
(2*21) 
= @  T x @ = h =  p. ] 
'm 
Since the eignevalues are  ordered as 
x1 2 x2 5 ... - > A n  ... - > AN (2.22) 
we see tha t ,  fo r  any n, the w. (i = 1,. . .,n) have maximum variance of 
1 
a l l  selections of n of 
shown i n  [533 t ha t  t he  
is equal t o  the  sum of 
Therefore, considering 
the  randam variables wi i€{l,... ,N]. 
sum of the variances of the principal components 
It is 
the variances of the or iginal  random variables.  
the transformation as  a spectral  decomposition 
of the input random variables, we see tha t  the energy discarded i s  
N n 
i=n+ l  i=1 
c xi = NR(0) - c xi 
If we divide through (2.23) by N we have the m.s.e. of the t r a n s f o r m -  
t i o n  1221. 
2.3.2. The Inverse F i l t e r .  To avoid confision l e t  us review 
We have a t  the input a sample function the problem at  t h i s  point. 
x ( t ) ,  t h i s  is  time sampled t o  obtain the  random vector x which i s  i n  
turn transformed i n t o  the  random vector w^ of dimension l e s s  than Y 
We must now supply an inverse f i l t e r  t o  provide the vector z 
dimension N from which the function z ( t )  can be obtained. 
operations a re  i l l u s t r a t ed  i n  Figure 2.1. 
a quantizer and channel w i l l  be inser ted between the d i g i t a l  f i l t e r  
t 
t. 
of 
TI_,-se 
t 
When i n  actual ope;?T-r)tiofi, 
X t  
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Figure 2.1 Block Diagram of the  Sampling Subsystem which Ut i l izes  
Data Compr e s sion 
and the inverse f i l t e r .  If no data compression i s  realized, then 
obviously the  b e s t  inverse f i l t e r  i s  B .  This would give 
T 
z t = B w = B B x t = x  t
A 
However for  data compression the inverse of the  matrix /3 does not 
(2.24) 
ex i s t .  
mean square error between x 
We might ask for  t h a t  inverse f i l t e r  r which minimizes the 
t and z i .e., we want t ha t  To such tha t  t t' 
where 
* 2  l l ~ 1 1 ~  = E(v,v) = E C vi 
i=l 
A s l igh t ly  different but equivalent approach t o  the problem is: 
Given the n tuple w and the  n x n matrix iT we ask for t h a t  xo 
such t h a t  
'At t h i s  point it i s  advantageous t o  view the random v a r h b l e s  as 
points i n  a Hilbert space and use algebraic notation. 
Appendix C of [A).) 
(See 
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or equivalently 
A A 
mi"lItGTxt X - Bwl = 
t 
tt It i s  known tha t  
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(2.26) 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
t where A i s  the  psuedo inverse of the matrix A .  Using a theorem of 
psuedo inverses [54,55], we have 
A 
(2.29) - A xo - Be B w =  m 
A 
Hence ro = is  the desired inverse f i l t e r .  
In  Section 2.4 t h e  performance of t h i s  technique i s  computed f o r  
the  SGM process and compared t o  the performances of t he  other 
techniques discussed i n  the  preceeding sections. 
2.4 An Example 
A s  an example t o  i l l u s t r a t e  the  sampling techniques discussed 
i n  the  previous sections let  u s  consider t h e  s ta t ionary Gaussian 
Markov process with covariance function 
This process, commonly referred t o  as the  Omstein-Uhlenbeck process, 
has been used t o  i l l u s t r a t e  sampling and reconstruction techniques 
in previous works rAO,22,2'3]. The approximation error  obtained by 
various sampling and reconstruction techniques i s  shown in Figure 2.2 
?'See Section 17, Appendix C of [54]. 
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Curve aa i s  a plot of the error fo r  K.L. sampling as given by ( 2 . 1 2 ) .  
The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions fo r  the process are  given i n  
Appendix A .  
The equation for  t h i s  curve, derived for  time sampling and waveform 
reconstruction by the optimum nonrealizable f i l t e r  by Stewart [20 ] ,  
Theoretical resul ts  are  a l so  used t o  plot  Curve bb. 
i s  
2 
‘a 
with T = 1. 
The rema 
coth(T/n) - n/T (2.31) 
ng four curves i n  Figure 2.2 were obtained by 
computer simulation. 
presented i n  Appendix B. 
reconstruction by l inear  interpolation i s  superior t o  t ha t  by 
sin(m)/m functions. 
interpolation technique takes advantage of the  correlation between 
adjacent samples. 
superior t o  the s tep f’unctfon or zero order hold technique. 
A descriptfon of the  simulation procedure i s  
Note t h a t  for  no data compression, waveform 
“his i s  so primarily because the l ine= 
Both linear interpolation and sin(nx)/m are  
Finally note the  excellent performance of the datz cornpression 
technique i l l u s t r a t ed  i n  Figure 2.1 and discussed f n  Section 2.3. 
From the small c i rc les  i n  Figure 2.2 we see t h a t  this technique 
performs nearly as well  as Karhunen-Loeve sampling. However, the 
hardware necessary to implement it i s  real izable  today w i t h  inexpensive 
products of sol id  s t a t e  techm’ SZJ, while the analog f i l t e r s  necessary 
t o  implement the K.L. technique a re  ra ther  d i f f i c u l t  t o  obtain. 
In order t o  obtain a bet ter  f e e l  for  the reconstruction te~~r:~iq.o--s-  
theoutput waveforms obtained for a real izat ion of the input randmi 
f’unctfon are  presented i n  Figures 2.3a9 b, and c f o r  LI,  ZOH, and 
I 
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sfn(m>/nx respectively. 
g r id  of 300 correlated points of which 16 are  chosen as t h e  time 
samples. 
s t ruct ion by l inear  interpolation i s  uniformly be t t e r  than by zero 
The input waveform i s  obtained from a dense 
We note by inspection of t h i s  f igure tha t  waveform recon- 
order hold. This i s  not 
functions. I n  fact ,  the 
0 
t rue fo r  reconstruction by sin(m)/m 
error, f o r  a single function, given by 
- z(t)12 d t  (2.32) 
was occassionally smaller f o r  s in(m>/nx functions than f o r  l inear  
interpolation. 
Figure 2.3d illustrates the output waveform obtained by the 
system i n  Figure 2 .1  for  the same input random function+ 
waveform i s  again a dense grid of 300 points of which 100 a r e  selected 
as time samples. 
d i g i t a l  f i l t e r .  
The input 
These are  i n  tu rn  reduced t o  16 samples by the 
For the input waveform of Figure 2.3 the integral-  
square approximation error (See Equation (2.32)) f o r  the systems 
considered is  ' 
Digital  f i l t e r  with l inear  interpolation .0?291 
Linear interpolation ,02232 
s i n ( m ) / m  .02659 
Step function or zero order hold .06673 
The fac t  t ha t  the reconstructed waveform i n  Figure 2.3d i s  so close 
t o  the input waveform i s  consistent with the performance e w e  
presented i n  Figure 2.2. 
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CHAPTER I11 
AJATA QUANTIZATION 
In the  previous chapter the error  incurred when reducing a sample 
function of a random process t o  a f i n i t e  vector of continuous random 
variables was discussed. It was  pointed out in (2.4) tha t  by taking 
the samples as  projections on a set  of orthonormal basis functions, the 
overal l  mean-integral-square error  separated in to  two additive terms, 
i . e .  
2 2 E2 = Ea 3- E, (3.1) 
The 
the 
e r ror  E i s  due t o  the sampler aAorre and the  e r ror  i s  due t o  
remainder of the system. 
a 
For the e r ror  e+2 t he  mean-integral-squared 
error  c r i t e r ion  reduces t o  the  mean square e r ror  (m. s .e. ) cr i ter ion,  and 
we have 
Note tha t  t he  error 
the  approximation error e 
Therefore, fo r  a given sampling procedure, the  t o t a l  error  E 
by minimizing E, . 
i s  dependent upon the approxbnation scheme, but 
is independent of the  remainder of the system. 
i s  minimized 
a 
2 
2 
Equation (3.2) can be expanded in to  the form 
c m  E, 2 = Eq 2 + E, 2 +  
where the  quantization e r ror  E ’, the  channel error  Ec2, and t h e  mutual 
9 
2 ‘i 
error  E expressed i n  terms o f t h e  variables shown i n  Figure 1.1, a re  my 
and 
n 
Totty and Clark [141 noted that i f  the quantizer s t ructure  i s  tha t  
proposed by Max C151, then t h e  mutual e r ror  term i s  zero. 
Max E151 gave necessary conditions f o r  the  quantizer structure 
which minimizes the quantization error  E 
specified probabili ty density px (X ) . 
t h a t  t h i s  quantizer i s  unique f o r  data with Gaussian, Laplacian, or 
Rayleigh probabili ty densit ies.  
nonsingular transformation matrix which transforms a data vector 
(xl,. . . ,x ) of correlated zero mean, Gaussian random variables into a 
vector (w ...,w ) of uncorrelated Gaussian random variables. These 
var iables  are then quantized . 
f o r  one sample (n = 1) and a 
9 
Fleischer [561 fur ther  showed 1 1 
h a n g  and Schultheiss [231 present a 
n 
1’ n 
The m.s.e. due t o  b i t  errors at  t h e  receiver has been obtained 
f o r  equally spaced quantizing levels  and uniformly dis t r ibuted inp.~+,  
data ([2YJ, [jl], [35], [ 3 6 ] ) .  Viterbi [47] determined both the  
quantization error  and channel error  f o r  t he  case of a uniformly 
d is t r ibu ted  input random variable and uniform (equally spaced) 
quantizing levels .  
t he  mutual error  term i n  ( 3 . 3 )  i s  zero. 
not t rue  and it i s  necessary to  consider a l l  three of t he  terms i n  ( 3 . 3 ) -  
For t h e  case of uniformly distributed inp i t  aata 
However, i n  general, t h i s  i s  
Since for  a f i n i t e  sum, the  expectation and summation operators 
28 
commute, we write (3.2) as 
. 
We can now proceed with the minimization of (3.7) bY --Zing each of 
the  terms and summing t o  obtain t h e  error  f o r  the  n samples which repre- 
sent t he  waveform x ( t ) ,  tE[O,T]. In some cases of in te res t  the  
x. (i = 1,. . .,n) are independent random variables. 
as follows: 
1) 
Three such cases are  
1 
When the  expansion of Karhunen and Loeve+ i s  used t o  represent 
t he  sample function and the resul t ing samples a re  normalized. 
When the transformation of Huang and Schultheiss [28] i s  applied 2) 
t o  correlated Gaussian random variables. 
When (approximately) a Gaussian process i s  sampled a t  a rather  3 )  
slow r a t e  so tha t  the  samples are only s l igh t ly  correlated. 
For independent, equal variance samples a l l  n terms of (3.7) will be 
the same, and we have 
Therefore, in t h i s  chapter we determine the quantizer s t ructure  which 
minimizes the m.s.e. fo r  a single sample, i.e., we minimize 
(3.Y) 
We a h 0  determine the  optimum uniform quantizer and make detailed 
comparisons between t h e  error  obtained using these structures and tha t  
obtained using Max's nonuniform and uniform quantizers. These comparisons 
a re  made f o r  systems which have additive, white, Gaussian noise as the 
channel disturbance and u t i l i z e  
'See Davenport and Root [ 6 ]  Chapter 6, Section 4. 
1) 
2) 
Coherent reception with anticorrelated signals (PSK). 
Noncoherent reception w i t h  orthogonal signals (FSK) 
Average and peak power constraints are  placed on the  transmitter, and 
the  system is assumed t o  operate in real time. 
The data encoder (See Figure 1.1) merely represents t he  quantization 
values v (1 = 1,. . . ,M) in terms of binary variables.  
dancy encoding t o  reduce t h e  average number of b i t  e r rors  at t h e  receiver 
The use of redun- a 
can e i ther  increase or decrease t h e  m.s.e.  r e l a t ive  t o  uncoded data. 
C l a r k  and' Tott:b$ *C.:;O! 3ive an example in which a Hamming code decreases 
the m.s.e. f o r  suff ic ient ly  high signal-to-noise r a t io s ,  but increases 
the  m.s.e.  f o r  l o w  signal-to-noise ra t ios .  
The two source encodin3 schemes considered a re  t h e  natural  code acc. 
the  ref lected binary or Gray code. For the  natural  code 
v i s  coded a s  UO ... 00 
i s  coded a s  00 ... 01 
v is  coded a s  00 ... 10 
1 
"2 
3 
etc .  
While for  t he  Gray code 
v i s  coded as  00 ... UUO 
v2 is coded as  00 ... 001 
v is  coded a s  00 ... 011 
v is coded as 00 ... 010 
is  coded a s  00 ... 110 
v i s  coded a s  W ... 111 6 
e tc .  
1 
3 
4 
v5 
then using the  - Hence, if for  a particular real izat ion of xi, Yi - v3, 
3:- 
natural  code yi = 00 ... lU. If, for  t h i s  real izat ion,  no b i t  e r rors  
30 
- -  
v% a re  made a t  t h e  receiver, then zi = 00 ... 10 and zi = 
3.1 The Optimum Quantizer 
The quantizer i n  the telemetry system shown i n  Figure 1.1 operates 
in the following manner. A sample xi, assumed t o  be a continuous random 
variable from a continuous probabili ty density, is mapped into one of a 
I f i n i t e  se t  rv,, ..., v,] of ra t iona l  numbers. 
3.1, t h i s  mapping follows the procedure 
As i l l u s t r a t ed  i n  Figure 
.. 
4 yi = v (j = I, ..., 14) j+l j u < X i 5 U  j 
The u .( j = 2,. . .,It) are  the t rans i t ion  levels,  wi th  u and %+1 t he  J 1 
greatest lower bound and l eas t  upper bound, respectively, t o  the input 
signal, and the v . ( j  = 1,. . . ,M) a re  the quantization values. 
permutes the  transmitted work into another work of the same se t  with 
The channel 
3 
probability 
t yi 
Figure 3.1 A Symmetric Nonuniform Quantizer (M = 8) 
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given by t h e  channel t ransi t ion matrix P = [P 
Prob [zi = vd lyi 
stochastic matrix, i .e .  
1, where P 
kd kQ 
= 
v,] (k, d = 1,. . .,MI. Note t h a t  t h i s  matrix i s  a 
> 0, k, 1 = l,.oo,M 'k1 - 
M 
r) Pkl = 1, k = 1, ..., M 
d=1 
To obtain a numerical value f o r  t h e  e r ror  E, 2 , it is necessary t o  
carry out t h e  expectation operation indicated i n  (3.Y) t . 
probabi l i ty  densi ty  functions obtained i n  Appendix C we have tt 
Using the  
E(xi - zi) 2 =  E<xi 2) - Z(xizi) -t E(zi2) 
M 14 
a=1 k=1 
s""' x.p  (Xi)dXi 
i 'ka 1 x  
-2 7 v 
Uk 
j'k+l Px (Xi)QXi 
M 
i k k1 u 
M 2  
+ z: v1 
d=l 
We note that t h e  m.s.e. i s  a function of (i) t h e  probabili ty density,  
p 
u (k = 2, .  , . ,M), ( iv )  t h e  quantization values, v,(a = 1, 
t h e  number of these values, M. 
matrix, and number of quantization values, we desire those t r ans i t i on  
(X.), ( i i )  t h e  channel matrix, P = [PkdI, ( i i i )  t h e  t r ans i t i on  levels ,  x 1  
k 
i 
e ,M), and (v) 
For a given probabi l i ty  density, channel 
leve ls  and quantization values which minimize the  m.s.e., E[(xi - zi) 2 1. 
'The e r ror  E,' 3s also, eval  ated Jn Totty and Clark [143. However, 
L =  2 they expand as Ea i- E 4- em and evaluate the  three terms 
on the  right-hand side. i si i 
upper case l e t t e r s  Xi, Yi, Zi denote r e a l  variables.  
'+The lower case l e t t e r s  x,, yi, zi denote random variables while the  
32 
This  quantizer structure,  obtained in Appendix D, is  
M _. 
j = l , . . . , M  (3.11) 
(3.12) 
For a noiseless channel, the channel matrix becomes the ident i ty  matrix 
or  honker's delta,  6 and (3.11) and (3.12) reduce t o  
k,t' 
(3.13) 
j = 2, ..., M ( 3  14) 
We note tha t  these r e su l t s  a re  precisely those obtained by M a x  [15] 
3.2 The Optimum Uniform Quantizer 
We next consider a suboptimum quantizer which has the  advantage 
that the  cpantization values and t r ans i t i on  leve ls  a re  uniformly spaced 
which makes the want izer  easier t o  real ize .  We c a l l  t h i s  uniform 
distance between the t r ans i t i on  levels ,  the quantizing in te rva l  r, and 
require t h a t  the quantization yalues be at  t h e  midpoint in the  interval .  
This i s  i l lus t ra ted  f o r  the  Gaussian d is t r ibu t ion  with zero mean and 
uni t  variance in Figure 3.2. In  t h i s  case, instead of having a 2M-1 
dimensional problem, we have a 2 dimensional problem. We need only 
determine the  quantizing interVal r and any par t icular  quantization 
33 
/ 
u p 3 t  u3-2r u4=-r u =O us=' u7=2r u8=3r 
5 
Figure 3.2 A Symmetric Uniform Quantizer fo r  Data Distributed 
Gaussian, Zero Mean, Unit Variance (M = 8) 
value y 
a symmetric answer i s  desired, then t h e  problem i s  one dimensional. 
If the input probability density px (Xi) is symmetric and 
i 3' 
For a symmetric probability density and If, the  number of quantization 
values, even, we have 
v = ( a  - T ) r ,  M+1 4 = 1,. ..,PI 
k = 2,. ..,M 
e 
uk = (k - 1 - $r, N _- - 
u = greatest  lower bound on Xi 1 
(3.15) 
= l eas t  upper bound on Xi %+l 
In Appendix C equation (C.6), obtained by substi tuting (3.15) into 
(3.10), is presented. 
the Perfect channel. 
T h i s  equation again reduces t o  tha t  of Max for  
An implicit expression from which r can be 
34 
obtained by search techniques i s  also derived. In the next section we 
present methods for obtaining the  u and v vectors of (3.11) ana (3.12) 
and the optimum interval  r of (D.6). 
3 .3 Computational Procedures 
TO solve (3.13) and (3.14)  ax [15] suggested an i t e r a t i v e  scheme 
in which one assumes a v then obtains the remaining u .( j = 2,. . .,M) and 
1 J 
v (j = 2,. . . ,M) by al ternat ing between (3.13) and (3.14) After VM has 
j 
been determined from (3.14), the assumption on v 
(3 .U).  
i s  checked by using 1 
If the magnitude of t he  difference 
(3 16) 
is  too great, a new v i s  taken and the  process is  repeated. 1 
The solution of (3.11) and (3.12) is s l igh t ly  more complicated. We 
note, however, that  a cer ta in  separabi l i ty  ex is t s  i n  t ha t  the  v . ( j  = 1, 
. . . ,M) are  only dependent upon the u . ( j  = 2,. . . ,M) and not the remaining 
J 
J 
vk(k = 1,. . . , j-1, j+l, . . . ,M) . The same is  t rue  for  the u .( j = 2,. . . ,M)  e 
J 
Two methods for  solving (3.11) and (3.12) suggest themselves. One i s  t o  
se t  up the equations a s  a system of 2M-1 simultaneous nonlinear equations 
in 24-1 unknowns and solve these using numerical techniques. 
is  t o  assume a v vector (i.e.,  a s e t  v . ( j  = l,...,M)) and solve fo r  the  
u vector using (3.12). 
The second 
J 
Use t h i s  u vector i n  (3.11) t o  obtain a new v 
vector and continue t h i s  procedure un t i l ,  hopefully, they converge t o  the  
solution. Both of these methotls appear ra ther  d i s tas te fu l ;  however, t he  
channel matrix may have nice properties which cttn be exploited. 
fo r  example, the mth extention of the  binary symmetric channel (BSC) and 
Consider, 
35 
m m le+, :,I = 2 
binary representation of k-I(k = 1,. . *,p) as a code word, then every 
If the  quantization value vk(k = 1, . . , 2 ) , i s  assigned the  
entry of t he  channel matrix is of t he  form p j (1-p)"j where p i s  
probabili ty of a b i t  e r ror  and j is  the  number of b i t  errors  per code 
word. For m = 2, the  channel matrix i s  
P =  
For t h i s  case we proceed by f irst  l e t t i n g  p = 0 and, as kd ica t ed  
above, (3.11) and (3.12) reduce t o  (3.13) and (jo14), which we solve 
using Max's algorithm. 
v vector obtained by Max's algorithm along with e i the r  of t h e  two methoe's 
described above, obtain a solution of (3.13) and (3.14). ; ' h m  p is  again 
increased and, using t h e  most recent ly  obtained u and v vectors as a 
s t a r t i ng  point, t he  next solution of (3.13) and (3.14) is obtained, e t c ,  
This procedure i s  used in t he  example presented in Section 3.4. 
We then increase p s l i gh t ly  and, using the  u aiid 
For the  optimum uniform quantizer we proceed i n  a similar manner. 
This can be done by searching F i r s t  l e t  p = 0 and solve (D . f y )  f o r  r. 
fo r  the  minimum in (D.7) or  by d i f fe ren t ia t ing  (D.7) and obtaining tha t  
r f o r  which the  resu l t ing  equation is zero. 
case of the  perfect channel, p is  increased s l igh t ly  and tha t  vabuo of r 
which mbimizes (D.6) i s  obtasiied. This procecrure i s  repeated, a1waj-a 
using the  most recen:$ly obtained valve of r as the startint: 2oint in the 
seazch f o r  t he  nelet value. An sxampbe il lust ,rating the  r e su l t s  obtained 
above is  now presented, 
After r i s  obtained fo r  t h i s  
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3.4 An Example 
A s  an example we consider t ha t  part of the telemetry system in 
Figure 1.1 from t h e  input t o  the  quantizer t o  the  output of the data 
decoder. Because of the arguments preceding ( 3 . 8 ) ,  we consider only one, 
say x , of the random data samples We 
fur ther  assume a Gaussian, zero mean, uni t  variance probabili ty distribu- 
t i o n  on t h i s  sample. Various quantizer s t ructures  a re  determined and 
evaluated for  each value of M = p ( m  = 1,. . .,Y). 
t i o n  values M is  r e s t r i c t ed  t o  powers of two because we only consider 1 
order extensions of the binary symmetric channel (BSC). 
data encoder assigns the binary representation of j-1 as the channel 
code word of the  quantization value v 
structure in Figures 3.1 or  3.2 (with m = j) ,  i f  u6 e x 
v6 and y = 101. 1 
l ikely,  u n i f o r d y  spaced quantization values a r e  discussed in [35]  and 
[ 3 6 ] .  The data decoder performs the  inverse operation assigning v t o  
the  binary representation of j-1. 
data encoding scheme and i t s  performance compared t o  t h a t  obtained for 
the  natural code. 
t h e  collection xi( i  = 1,. . . ,n).  1 
t 
The number of quantiza- 
t h  
In  one case the 
For example, fo r  the quantizer 
j '  
u then y = 1 7' 1 * 
The merits of t h i s  assignment procedure fo r  equally 
j 
The Gray code i s  a l so  considered as a 
The channel disturbance i s  assumed t o  be additive, white Gaussian 
noise with one-sided power spectral  density No. 
we consider 
A s  receiver s t ructures  
tThe probabili ty density fo r  t h i s  d i s t r ibu t ion  i s  
1) 
2) 
For 1) the  b i t  error  i s  [ 5 7 ]  
co'lerent reception of anticorrelated channel signals (PSK) ., 
noncoherent reception of orthogonal channel signals (FSK) .,
p = +(I - erf J- l t  ( 3  18) 
and f o r  2) 
where E. i s  the transmitted energy per channel b i t .  
variables (5) average transmitted power S, ( i i )  time in te rva l  over which 
t h e  analog waveform is taken [O,T], ( i f i )  number of d i g i t a l  data samples 
per waveform n, and (iv) number of channel b i t s  per d i g i t a l  data sample 
m, the  energy per channei b i t  i s  
In  terms of the  
ST "G 
We define a parameter 
which is  the  r a t i o  of t h e  average energy per samplr Lo the  noise spectral  
densi ty  No. 
obtain from (3.18) and (3.1Y) families of curves fo r  the  channel b i t  
e r ro r  p. These are  presented in Figure 3 . 3 .  
matrk (3.17) is completely determined by p. 
The channel matrix shown in (3.17) is f o r  N = 4 or m = 2. 
By using m(m = l,.. .,Y) as  a parameter, and varying 8 ,  we 
We note tha t  the channel 
For n = i 
t he  channel matrix i s  a 512 x 512 matrix and would require 262, 
ti.Je use t h e  National Bureau of Standards def ini t ion fo r  the  error functlon, 
i.e., 
Figure 3.3 
3 c. , 
computer storage locations, a formidable amount. 
problem some interest ing properties of the  mth extension of the  BSC 
were exploited. These a r e  discussed in AppendiXE. 
To get around t h i s  
3.4.1 Determination of the Quantizer Structures. Under the added 
constraints of t he  example, the r e su l t s  above, (3.10), (3.111, and (3.12) 
become 
- 
- j = l,..., zm 
c - c  
u = A  , j = 2, ..., P-1 j Z b - b  3 j-1 
where 
= 
gk 2 [erf (uktl/./i) - er f  ( u k / , , ) ]  , k = 2,. . ,2 m -1 
40 
(3 932) 
For the  uniform quantizer, (3.22) and (3.25) through (3.32) a re  unchanged; 
however, the  v ( 4  = 1, ..., 2 ) and uk(k = 2, ..., 2") take on the  values i n  
(3.15) wi th  M = p. 
m 
a 
Using the natural  code four general quantizer s t ructures  a re  
determined. These are  
A - Optimum Nonuniform 
B - Max's Nonuniform 
C - Optimum Uniform 
D - Max's Uniform 
A l l  four of the  structures a re  dependent upon m while s t ructures  A and C 
a l so  depend upon B. 
variance probability d is t r ibu t ion  on xlY and therefore a11 of the  
s t ructures  are symmetric. 
', i s  structure A. 
Al l  s t ructures  a re  fo r  a Gaussian, zero mean, un i t  
The o p t h  struccvre, t h a t  which minimizes 
A s  pointed out above, t h i s  structure i s  obtafiea 
1 
by assuming a perfect channel and then allowing the  channel t o  become 
progressively more noisy. The nonuniform quantizer s t ructure  fo r  the  
perfect channel i s  Max's nonuniform structure.  
t h i s  s t ructure  for m = 1,. ..,5. 
All of these resu l t s  a r e  tabulated i n  Table 3.1 i n  Appendix F. 
Max [15: aetermined 
We exbend h i s  r e su l t s  t o  m = 6, ..., Y. 
Since 
the  s t ructures  are symmetric, only the non-negative t r ans i t i on  leve ls  
m (k = p-' + 1,. . . , p) ana quantization values v (1  = Py1 ,.+ I, . . . ,2 ) Uk a 
are >resented. 
By s ta r t ing  with these structures and decreasing the  variable B, 
(which we see from Figure 3 . 3  correspoms t o  increasing the  average b i t  
error  ra te ) ,  we obtain a se r i e s  of optimum quantizer s t ructures .  For 
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m = 1,2, these were obtained for  pls ranging down t o  0.01(-30 db). For 
m = 3,4,5,6, lack of precision in the program limited the  number of 8 ' s  
fo r  which quantizer s t r u c t u r e s  were obtained. 
determine a s t ructure  increases exponentially with m. The approximate 
average amount of IBpl 7094 computer time required t o  determine an 
optimum quantizer structure as a function of m is  shown i n  Table 3.2. 
The number of quantizer structures determined for  m = 7,8,9 is  l imited 
because of the  computer time required per s t ructurer  
(See Appendix F), one of t h e  optinnun quantizer s t ructures  obtained fo r  
The time required t o  
In  Table 3.3 
Table 3 .Z 
Approximate Average Amount of IBM 7094 Computer Time 
Required t o  Determine an Optimum Quantizer Structure 
IBM 7094 
m Computer Time 
5 2 sec. 
6 10 sec, 
7 2 m i l l .  
8 5 min. 
9 12 min. 
each value of m is presented. 
noiseless channel t o  that for the noisy channel shows that  t he  s t ructure  
fo r  the  noisy channel i s  more t i g h t l y  grouped about t h e  origin. 
A comparison of the structure f o r  the 
For the uniform quantizer, the  solution procedure and r e su l t s  a re  
analogous t o  those fo r  t h e  nonuniform quantizer. Max [15] a lso 
presented the  optimum uniform quantizer f o r  t he  noiseless channel f o r  
m =  1, ...,5. 
presented in Table 3.4 in Appendix F. 
uniform quantizers for various 8 ' s  corresponding t o  each m(m = 1, ...,9) 
We extend these t o  m =  6, ..., 9. These r e su l t s  a r e  
We also determine the optimum 
42 
These are presented in  Table 3.5 in Appendix F. 
in te rva l  r a s  a function of p with m as a parameter i s  plotted in 
Figure 3.4a fo r  receiver s t ructure  1) and i n  Figure 3.4b f o r  receiver 
structure 2). 
The optimum quantizing 
The optimum uniform quantizer structure was a lso  obtained using 
the  Gray code t o  represent the quantization values and coherent reception 
of anticorrelatea signals (receiver structure 1). 
same a s  tha t  described i n  the previous paragraph. 
case, m was limited t o  values of six or  l e s s .  
in te rva l  r as a function of p i s  plotted in Figure  3 . 4 ~ .  
Gray code is  the same as the  natural  Code and hence t h i s  curve in 
Figure 3 . 4 ~  i s  t h e  same as for  m =  1 i n  Figure 3.4a. The computational 
algorithms u t i l i zed  t o  perform the numerical computations a re  presented 
i n  Appendix G. 
The proceclure i s  the  
However, f o r  t h i s  
The optimum quantizing 
For m = 1 the 
3.4.2 Quantizer Performances - Natural Code. The performance 
of each of the  four quantizer s t ructures  determined f o r  the  natural  
code is  evduated using (3.22) and (3.25) t o  (3.32) fo r  receiver 
s t ructures  1) ana 2). 
function of p with m as the  parameter. 
3.5 fo r  coherent reception of anticorrelated signals (receiver structure 
1). The four graphs a,b,c, and d of Figure 3.5 correspond respectively, 
t o  quantizer structures A, B, C, and D. The curves approach horizontal  
asymptotes f o r  B both large and s m a l l .  
asymptotes i s  due en t i r e ly  t o  t h e  quantizer, since f o r  large values of 
The m.s.e. f o r  a single sample i s  plotted as a 
These p lo ts  are shown i n  Figure 
The error  at  t h e  right-hand 
the  channel i s  essent ia l ly  noiseless. Given m, t he  location of t he  
asymptote i s  determined by 
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Figure 3.4 Opt- Quantizing Interval  r vs. B with rn as a Parameter 
Figure 3.5 Performance Characteristics of the 2%h Level Quantizer 
and the mth Extension of the BSC Using the Natural 
Code and Receiver Structure No. 1 
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where the  u and v vectors a re  those for  a noiseless channel, On the  other 
hand, as I3 + 0 we see from (3.18), (3019), (3.2O), and (3.21) tha t  
p + 1/22. 
And, f o r  a symmetric dis t r ibut ion on x,, (3010) reduces t o  
Therefore every entry i n  the  channel matrix (3.17) is  
For t h e  uniform quantizer (3 034) becomes 
2 
2 = E(%2) + 5 p(p-1) 
1L 
ft 
For the process under consideration, we have 
optimum and optimum uniform quantizers, as I3 
E(xl 2 ) = 1. Also, 
I) 0 the  structures 
( 3  035) 
f o r  the 
tend t o  
group around the  origin. 
asymptote w i l l  be at unity. 
however, no contradictory r e su l t s  have been obtained, 
left-hand asymptotes in Figure 3.5b and d are tabulated in Table 3.6. 
Therefore the location of the left-hand 
This has not been shown analytically;  
The locations of 
From Figure 3,,5 wi th  fl large we see that the  advantage of the 
nonuniform quantizer over t he  uniform quantizer starts with m = 2 and 
increases as m increases. 
see t h a t  for  B smal l  Max’s nonuniform quantizer signfffcantly outperforms 
Max’s uniform quantizer. Both of these e f fec ts  are due t o  t h e  fac t  that 
the  nonuniform quantizer structure has more quantization values near the 
origin,  This  i s  evident from Tables  j e l  and 3.4 h Appendix F, 
example, for  m = 9 the  equal in te rva l  r of Max i s  I” = 0,0165 so that f o r  
the tenth t r ans i t i on  leve l  t o  the  r igh t  of the or igin we have u267 = 0.165. 
While from Table 3.1, fo r  the  nonuniform quantizer u267 = O .076 
And from Table 3.6 and Figures 3-5b and d, we 
For 
Table 3 - 6  
Loeaticns of the  Error Asymptotes as fj ApprO0ache.c. ; Zero 
2 In Figure 3 " 6  graphs of t he  m0sUe, veG B with m as  a parwneter 
Esr 
i 
aye presenteu fer noneoherent reception of orthogonal signals I' 
s t r u m m e  2) .  These are similar in form t o  t h e  graphs sn Figwe 2 5 
with each curve sh i f ted  approxhately 3 Qb t o  t h e  r ight  for  8 large 
Fcr p smll the s h i f t  i s  more pronounced. 
I n  order t o  get a betteF comparison of t h e  performances of t h e  
quantizers, we have plotted t h e  lower envelopes of the  curves i n  
Figure 305a, c,  and a on a single graph. These are presented in 
Figure 3"'7a0 
Q are presented i n  Figure 3 (  7b, 
compcter px"ogrm, portions of t h e  mrve  f o r  t h e  optirmun quantizer i n  
Figure 3 7 were not obtained 
IS i aen t iea i  GO m e  op~lmiurrr quaribIzeL I U L  IU - I dllu bw ILIIIIvl,,, 
quantizer for 8 Large, 
The lower envelcpes of t he  curves in  Figure 3,6a, b, and 
Due t o  lack of precision in t he  
Noke t h a t  t h e  optimum uniform quantizer 
- 
AS a semnd comparison, a l l  eight curves cf' 
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Figure 3.7(b) A Comparison of the Performances of the Quantizer 
Structures Used Optimally for FSK Reception 
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vs. B for  m = 8 a re  shown i n  Figure 3 . 8 ,  
1 
The sens i t iv i ty  of t h e  m.s.e. t o  the quantizing in te rva l  r has 
1 
a lso  been investigated. 
structure 1) with m = 2,. . .,8 as a parameter and B = 20(13 ab) e 
This is plotted i n  Figure 3*Y f o r  receiver 
Figures 3.4a and b are used i n  conjunction with Figures 3 . 5 ~  and 
3.6c, respectively, t o  determine the  optimum quantizer f o r  the receiver 
structure and B given. 
This i s  done i n  two steps. F i r s t ,  fo r  example, determine the  
optimum value of m from Figure 3 . 5 ~  and then the  0pt.im.m quantizing 
interval  corresponding t o  t h a t  m from Figure 3.4a0 
3.4.3 Quantizer Performance - Gray Code, The performance of the 
optimum uniform quantizer structure aeterminea for  the  Gray code and 
receiver structure 1) i s  presented graphically i n  Figure ~ o l . O o  
r e su l t s  appear quite similar t o  those presented for  the natural  coas 
These 
i n  Figure 3 . 5 ~ .  
m = 2,4 and 6 a re  plotted i n  Figure 3.11. 
In order t o  make a closer comparison both curves f o r  
We note, from Figure 3”Il., 
t ha t  the  Gray code outperforms the  natural  code f o r  B large and tha t  
t he  natural  code outperforms the  Gray code fo r  B small. This  demons- 
t r a t ion  i s  significant since, as pointed out in Section 1.2.4, 
appreciable effor t  has been expended i n  order t o  prove tha t  the  natural  
code in uniformly best when the  data presented t o  the  quantizer i s  
dis t r ibuted uniformly over an in te rva l  of t he  r e a l  l i n e ,  
The crossover effect ,  i l l u s t r a t ed  in Figure 3.11, i s  due t o  three  
things ( i )  the nature of the codes, (ii) t he  shape of t he  dis t r ibut ion,  
and ( i i i )  the  quantizer structure.  The Gray code emphasizes the 
channel error which e i ther  changes v t o  v or v t o  v however, the 
1 M M 1’ 
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quantizer structure determines the probabili ty of i t s  output taking on 
these values, v and vM. 
r a t i o  8 large these probabili t ies are small (see Figure 3.2), but, fo r  
For Gaussian data and t he  signal-to-noise 1 
B small the  quantizer structure tends t o  c lus te r  about the o r i g h ,  and 
the  probabi l i t ies  become large.  Hence neither code p e r f o m  uniformly 
be t t e r  than the  other,, 
3.4.4 Entropy, Channel Capacity, and Data Rate. A s  a by- 
product of determhing the  quantizer structures,  most of the  necessary 
calculations fo r  computing three information theoretic quant i t ies  were 
completed. 
( i i )  t h e  channel capacity of the mth extension of t he  BSC, and (iii) 
These are ( i )  the  entropy at the  output of the  quantizer, 
t he  rate d is tor t ion  function or source information rate. 
It ia possible t o  t r e a t  t h e  quantizer output as a discrete  data 
source fur which the entropy is easily computed as 
M 
Hg(V) = - P(v,) log2P(vk) bits/sample 
t=.( 
R J .  
where 
P(v,) = Frob iyl = vk] 
tn 
And, for  t he  Gaussian distributed data of t h e  example w5th the m 
extension of t he  BSC, we have by ( J .~U)  through (3.32) tha t  
k = f 9 0 a o ,  9 
The channel matrix fo r  the mth extension of t he  BSC is  such that the  
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terms in every row and every column are  permutations of t he  terms in the 
first row. A channel 
uniform channel [58]. 
and output symbols i s  
;1" 
C = m +  
a=l 
with t h i s  property i s  sometimes referred t o  as a 
The capacity of the  uniform channel with ;1" input 
independent of the row k, i .e.  
b i t  s/sample 
The information rate fo r  a source producing independent Gaussian 
samples fo r  a m.8.e. f i d e l i t y  c r i te r ion  between the  source data and i t s  
facsimile presented t o  the  user was given by Shannon [5Y]. 
the m.s.e.  
I n  terms of 
2 , the  information r a t e  i s  
1 
where o,2 = 1 for  our example. The significance of the  information r a t e  
A. 
i s  tha t  it is  impossible t o  
The quantizer entropy, 
plotted i n  Figures +12a, b 
2 2 have R(E, ) > C with m.s.e. < 
1 1 
channel capacity, and infomation r a t e  are  
and c respectively. The conditions f o r  
the plotted resu l t s  are  those of the example with coherent reception, 
anticorrelated signals, optimum uniform quantizer, the  natural code, and 
m = 1, ..., 6. 
both the  natural  and Gray codes with m = 4 and 6. 
remains invariant between codes because the rows of the  channel matrix 
fo r  t he  Gray cOde are permutations of those f o r  the  natural  code. 
Further insight regarding the  e f fec t  of optimizing t h e  quantizer in te rva l  
when using the Gray code as compared t o  the  na tura l  code can be obtained 
by studying Figure 3-123. 
keeping r, the  quantizer interval ,  large and hence P(vl) = P(vp), 
the probabili t ies of the end quantizer values, small. 
These three quant i t ies  are compared i n  Figure +12d f o r  
The channel capacity 
The Gray code tends t o  protect itself by 
As pointed out 
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previously,wora e r rors  resul t ing from single  b i t  errors  which cause the  
t rans i t ions  from v t o  v and v t o  v are  severely penalized by the  
m.s.e. cri terion. 
1 1 .p zm 
The curves f o r  the  information r a t e  behave similar t o  
2 those f o r  m.s.e., 
indicates t ha t  it might have been used as a measure instead of m.s.e.  
, as would be expected from (3.40). The r e su l t  
1 
3.4.5 Quantizer Performance - Nonreal Time Operation. So far we 
have res t r ic ted  the  system's operation t o  real time operation, 
section we wiU remove t h i s  r e s t r i c t ion  and consider the  problem of 
transmitt ing numerical data over a noisy channel. 
distributed N ( 0 , l )  as above and the  channel be a BSC (memoryless) with 
probabili ty of b i t  error  p corresponding t o  a channel signal-to-noise 
rat i o  
I n  t h i s  
Let the  data be 
where 
ST e = -  
% 
(3  3 7 )  
with S the average transmitted power and n+, t he  number of channel b i t s  
transmitted i n  t h e  time interval [O,T]. Hence the  data rate is 
(3 .38)  R = -  mb T 
For t h e  case of coherent reception wi th  anticorrelated signals and the  
natural code we have p given by (3.18) and f o r  two channel b i t s  per data 
sample (m = 2) t h e  channel matrix given by (3.17). 
Since tile r e a l  time res t r i c t ion  has been removed, p i s  no longer a 
W e  determine t h e  optimum uniform quantizer and evaluate function of m. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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i t s  performance under the m . s . 8 .  cr i te r ion .  
function of m with A the  running parameter a re  presented a s  the sol id  
lines i n  Figure 3.19. 
curves approach a horizontal asymptote as  m increases. 
with in tu i t ion  since it makes sense t h a t  using more channel b i t s  should 
not cause a deterioration i n  performance. 
The performance curves as a 
Note that  for  a fixed value of A t he  performance 
Th i s  agrees 
Also, plotted i n  Figure 3.13 using dashed l i n e s  i s  t h e  performance 
Note of Max's uniform quantizer in conjunction with t h e  noisy channel. 
t ha t  its performance does deteriorate with increasing m fo r  6, fixed. 
This resu l t  i s  rather  contrary t o  intui t ion.  The cause of it i s  the  
manner by which t h e  m.8.e. cr i te r ion  emphasizes b i t  error  combinations 
which cause large real izat ions of t he  random variable 
To be t te r  appreciate t h i s ,  consider the uniform quantizer structure 
1 presented in Figure 3.2. 
t o  be the  spread of the quantizer (QS) which by (3.15) with M = Zm i s  
We define the difference between v ana v 
;Lm 
= vP - v1 
= (zm-lh 
For the  optimum uniform quantizer the quantizer spread i s  a function of 
t he  channel where Max's quantizer is the opthum quantizer f o r  t h e  
noiseless channel. 
function of m with A as t h e  running parameter. 
corresponds t o  A 
quantizer tends t o  approach a maximum value. 
perfect  channel no such maximum is  evident. 
I n  Figure 3.14 we plot t 3 e  quantizer spread a s  a 
Max's uniform quantizer 
OD. For the five curves wi th  4 f i n i t e  the  spread of 
While for  the case of the  
The conclusion is t h a t ,  
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even f o r  a system not operating in r e a l  time, it i s  important t o  take 
the  channel into consideration when designing the  quantizer. 
3 . 5  Surmnary 
I n  t h i s  chapter we have determined t h e  optirmUn and opthum uniform 
quantizer structures f o r  d i g i t a l  data with a known continuous probabili ty 
density. To quantize optimally it is  necessary t o  take in to  account the 
adverse effects of the  channel over which the data is  t o  be transmitted. 
This i s  clear  from (3.11) and (3.12). 
Both the o p t b u m  and optimum uniform quantizer s t ructures  were 
obtained fo r  the case of numerical data dis t r ibuted N ( U , 1 )  w i t h  the  
channel disturbance tha t  of additive, white, Gaussian noise. Both 
PSK and FSK receivers are  evaluated f o r  t he  quantized data source 
encoded using the natural  code. 
with PSK reception i s  also evaluated. 
Source encoding using the  Gray code 
We note from Figure 3.7 that  if the  optimum number of channel 
b i t s  i s  selected then the uniform quantizer o f  Max performs within 
1 db of the optimwn quantizer. However, it i s  evident from Figure 3.8 
tha t ,  fo r  the  number of channel b i t s  fixed, the choice of the  quantiz- 
ing in te rva l  is most significant.  
capabi l i t i es  may be programmed into a system, ei ther  of these cases 
may be exploited t o  improve system performance. 
In  applications where adaptive 
W e  point out tha t  it costs no more t o  build the  optimum quantizer 
than a suboptinnun one. 
d i s t r ibu t ion  of the  data and the channel matrix. 
design procedure for  the  optimum uniform quantizer when the data 
d is t r ibu t ion  and channel matrix above are used. We have demonstrated 
The d i f f i cu l ty  l i e s  i n  determining the  
We have provided a 
t h a t  neither the natural  code nor t h e  Gray code uniformly out perform 
the  other for  Gaussian data. We have a l so  pointed out t ha t  one must 
design t h e  quantizer f o r  the  channel even fo r  nonreal t ime operation. 
Early in the  chapter we showed the t o t a l  error  expanded in to  
three  terms, i .e.  
2, 2 2 
€9 - Eq + E, + €m 
These terms are  plotted vs. p i n  Figure 3.15 fo r  t h e  optimum uniform 
quantizer with m = 4. Note that for  @ large (an essent ia l ly  perfect 
channel) a l l  the  m.s.8. i s  due t o  t h e  quantizer, then as B decreases, 
t h e  channel error  dominates, anu fo r  p small the quantizer error  plus 
t h e  mutual error  term are most s ignif icant .  
causes the mean-square channel error  t o  peak out and then decrease 
f o r  an increasingly noisy channel i s  the  form of t he  optbum quantizer. 
Observe from Figure 3.4 that the quantizing in te rva l  decreases with 8 .  
Hence from (3.15) we see that the penalty fo r  making a channel error  
. The mechanism which 
= ( a  - k ) % ' ~  M 2 2  r 
(Vi - Q 
2 clecreases with r for  M fixed. We e a r l i e r  conjectured t h a t  as B 4 0 
2 r 4 0 i n  which case E, + 0. From ( 3 . 6 )  we also see t h a t  em 4 0 
1 1 
ana the  t o t a l  error is again aue en t i r e ly  t o  the quantizer. 
1 
We f ina l ly  note t h a t  the  banawidth of the  channel was required 
Constraining the  bandwidth would add t o  the t o  change as m varied. 
complexity of the problem. 
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2 Figure 3.15 The Error Terms:  €q EC *, and E, 
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CHAPTER IV 
OVERALL SYSTEM PERFOFtNANCE - THE TRADEOFF PROBLEM 
Our objective, t h a t  of minimizing the  mean-integral-square e r ror  
has not yet been attained. We have used Tot ty 's  r e su l t  [14] 
8 = Ea2 + E, 2 (4.2.) 
which is  va l id  f o r  orthonormal expansions of t he  source process, then 
c i t ed  Eirown's resu l t  [49] that,  for  second order processes, €a2 i s  
minimized by using the  expansion of Karhunen and Loeve. 
we determined the  quantizer structure which minimizes 
In Chapter I11 
ci = E(xi - zi) 2 (4.3 1 
where xi and zi are components of the  x and z vectors of Figure 1.1 and 
indicated tha t  for  the xi independent , ident ica l ly  dis t r ibuted ( I I D )  
More generally 
2 = E(xi - zi) n 
i=l 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
We found tha t  t he  approximation error  E is a function of only the  a 
i s  a function of n (the number of a sampler. Hence, given an expansion, 
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samples per sample function). 
function of the  quantizer and channel. Consider t he  case of r e a l  t h e  
transmission using both an average and peak power l imited t ransmit ter .  
The remaining system er ror  < i s  a 
mb Then as 
t h e  energy 
made which 
(the number of channel b i t s  per sample function) i s  increased, 
per channel b i t  e decreases. Therefore, more b i t  e r ro r s  a r e  
causes an increase i n  <-. 
For the  xi I I D ,  we have 
m b = m  
where we assign m b i t s  t o  each of t he  n samples. 
but one quantizer which i s  the optimum quantizer f o r  a l l  of t he  n 
samples. 
we desire  t h a t  couple (n,m) which minfmizes %. 
This case requires 
From Chapter I11 we know the best quantizer given m. Hence, 
From Chapter I1 we know t h a t  the  K.L. samples and the  pr incipal  
components of Hotelling a re  not ident ica l ly  dis t r ibuted.  Therefore, 
we might expect t h a t  not a l l  n of t he  samples should be assigned the  
same number of channel b i t s .  In  which case, we desire t h a t  couple 
(n,%) and tha t  r u l e  which assigns t h e  % b i t s  t o  the  n samples such 
t h a t  t he  error  8 is  minimized, 
In Section 4.1 we determine and evaluate various b i t  assignment 
procedures for  K.L. samples. 
BSC with an average power constraint  and f o r  a l imited number of values 
fo r  % and n. In Subsection 4.1.1 we determine optimum b i t  assignments 
using a search procedure. 
algorithm which provides nearly optimum b i t  assignments. In Section 
4.2 we evaluate time sampled systems with and without d i g i t a l  f i l t e r i n g  
and f o r  equal and near ly  optimum b i t  assignments. 
This i s  done f o r  the  SGPI process and the  
Then i n  Subsection 4.1.2 we submit an 
The overa l l  
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performance of these systems are compared i n  Section 4.3. 
Section 4.4 we compare the  data r a t e s  required by the various procedures 
i n  order t o  perform a t  specified error  levels ,  
Finally, in 
4.1 K.L. Sampling 
liken representing x ( t )  by a truncated K.L, expansion under the  
c r i t e r ion  of (kO1),  (4,2) becomes 
where €a2 i s  given by (2.12l9 t h e  0: a re  the  eigenvalues of t he  
2 in tegra l  equation ( 2 0 8 ) ,  n i s  the number of samples, and the  E(xi - zi) 
terms are evaluated by (3,PO). 
2 The eigenvalues ai (i = 1, .,n) which appear in (4.6) have an 
important effect  on the  optimization procedure and deserve a b i t  of 
discussion, Their significance l i e s  in the fac t  t ha t  t he  value of a 
random variable with large variance i s  l e s s  cer ta in  and hence provides 
more information t o  the  user. For the  telemetry system t o  t ransfer  as 
much information as possible it i s  necessary for  the designer t o  take 
these variances in to  consideration by designing the  quantizer t o  assign 
more b i t s  t o  the  samples w i t h  the  la rger  variances. 
A quantizer which operates on a vector of K,L. samples in a 
manner such tha t  m. b i t s  are assigned t o  the ith sample (i = l j e O e , n )  
with not a l l  mi equal can be realized in two wayse One consists of a 
bank of quantizers operating in pa ra l l e l  w i t h  each quantizer designed 
1 
fo r  a different sample of the  vector, The second i s  t o  f i r s t  normalize 
each sample by dividing by the square root of t he  variance and usin? 8 
sequential operation t o  quantize all samples with the same qwntizer  e 
The 
the  
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l a t t e r  real izat ion appears more economical, but both methods have 
same m.s.e. performance, 
2 
Returning t o  (4.6) we r e c a l l  that the  approximation error  €a i s  
a function only of t he  number of samples ne 
mization of (4.6) is t o  select  an n and minimize 
One approach t o  the  mini- 
(4.7) 
f o r  t h i s  value of n. 
small E," is large; however, % w i l l  be small and, therefore, more 
Then vary n and again minimize (4.7), etc.  For n 
energy can be applied t o  each b i t  and 
large E," is small but then % is  large so tha t  l e s s  energy can be 
applied t o  each b i t .  It follows tha t  i s  then large,  Therefore, it 
w i l l  be small. While fo r  n 
is  reasonable t o  expect t h a t  8 w i l l  pass through a minimum f o r  some 
moderate value of n. 
our disposal a BSC (memoryless) which operates a t  a b i t  r a t e  of % b i t s  
per T seconds with a b i t  error  probabili ty p. 
b i t s  t o  assign t o  n samples which represent the  waveform x ( t )  on the 
time in te rva l  [O,T]. 
assignment of t h e  % b i t s  t o  these n samples which minimizes 8 given 
by (4.6). 
assignment which minimizes 8, etc.  
t o  obtain the  optimum b i t  assignments presented in t he  following 
sections. 
Another approach i s  t o  consider t h a t  we have at 
In t h i s  case we have % 
We now determine tha t  value of n and tha t  
Then assume another % and determine the n and corresponding 
We use the  first of these methods 
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4.1.1 O p t h u m  B i t  Asainnment. I n  t h i s  section we consider the  
problem of determining the  assignment of % b i t s  t o  n samples so as t o  
minimize €-% given by (4.7). T h i s  problem is  formulated as an integer 
nonlinear programming problem with l i nea r  constraints  and a separable 
t objective function i n  Appendix H . In order t o  formulate the  problem 
2 
it was  necessary t o  impose further specifications on t h e  system. 
Those imposed were N ( 0 , l )  data, optimum uniform quantizer, the  natural  
code, a par t icular  signal-to-noise r a t io ,  and PSK reception. Unfor- 
tunately, general techniques for solving t h i s  problem are not available.  
Two al ternat ives  suggest themselves. The f i r s t  i s  t o  make an 
exhaustive search through a l l  possible b i t  assignments f o r  the  best 
one and the  second i s  t o  devise an  algorithm which consis tent ly  
provides nearly optimum b i t  assignments 
An exhaustive search was made f o r  reasonable values of n and % e  
These r e s u l t s  are presented i n  Table 4.1. 
values fo r  f t  , t h e  channel signal-to-noise r a t i o  r = ST/No was  set 
at  100. 
assignment which &imixes €% of (4.7) f o r  each n considered. 
To obtain t h e  numerical 
2 
The procedure followed was t o  determine t h a t  rrj, and tha t  b i t  
Note 
t h a t  as the  number of samples n increases, t he  optimum number of b i t s  
% increases; a l so  increases while E and 8 decrease. It is a 
in te res t ing  t h a t  % does not increase nearly as fast  as n. 
fact, the  r a t i o  m&, decreases from 5 fo r  n = 3 t o  2.5 f o r  n = 8. 
Also note t h a t  t h e  number of b i t s  m assigned t o  t h e  sample having 1 
the  la rges t  variance decreases as t h e  b i t s  are spread over more samples. 
In 
'The terminology used here i s  that of Hadley [60). 
rl . 
d 
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This  i s  the  effect  of t h e  real time and average power constraints on 
the o p t h  value of % and the b i t  assignment of these % bi t s  t o  
t h e  n samples, 
4ef02 Suboptimum B i t  Assinnments, In t h e  last seetion we 
d e t e h e d  the  optimum number and assignment of channel b i t s  f o r  
n = 39 
computer t h e ;  however approximately 30 minutes i s  required fo r  n = 9 
and the amount continues t o  increase exponentially with ne 
of t h i s  d i f f i cu l ty  n could not be increased often enough t o  obtain 
the minimum value of 8e 
o , 8 0  This required less than 10 minutes of IBM 7094 
Because 
Therefore, suboptimum assignment procedures a re  sought We 
o b t a h  two, The f i r s t  simply assigns an equal number of b i t s  t o  
each sample even though t h e  samples vary in significance, The 
second uses an unequal assignment obtained by making simplifying 
assumptions and applying methods of calculus., As we shall see the  
second method performs excellently. 
401.201 Eaual bit assignment, FOP this procedure we f b s t  
norma1iz;e the  variance of the  K,L. samples by dividing by t h e i r  
standard deviations and then quantize a l l  n samples using the  same 
t optimum uniform quantizer ., A quantizer sat isfying these constraints 
i s  obtained from Figure 3 . 5 ~  by taking tha t  m corresponding t o  the  
given B = r/n. 
a 16 l eve l  quantizer. 
For r = 100 and n = 5 we have /3 = 13 db and m = 4 o r  
Both PSK and FSK reception fo r  both the  
'This method requires tha t  % = nm, f o e ,  % is r e s t r i c t ed  t o  
in tegra l  multiples of n o  
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natura l  and Gray codes were evaluated. 
i n  Figure 4.1. 
These r e su l t s  are presented 
A number of other r e su l t s  are  a l so  evident in t h i s  figure. 
F i r s t  note tha t  as the  signal-to-noise r a t i o  r increases the  o p t h  
value of n ficreases. 
uniformly bet ter  than the  natural code and tha t  i t s  min imum occurs 
a t  larger  values of n. Another r e su l t  is  observed when comparing 
the  curves for  PSK t o  those for  FSK. For r fixed we see tha t  the  
value of 8 for  t he  optimum value of n and PSK reception is  very 
close t o  one-half the value of 8 for  t h e  optimum n and FSK reception. 
For examplglet r =  800 then fo r  the natural  code and PSK reception 
& = 0.013 at n = 20 while fo r  FSK reception & = 0.026 at  n = 11. 
This corresponds t o  3 db of e r ror  energy. 
increase of more than 3 db i n  average transmitted energy i s  required 
f o r  FSK t o  perform as well as PSK. 
performance measurements we consider only  PSK reception and the  natural  
code. 
Note also tha t  t h e  Gray code performs 
Observe though t h a t  an 
I n  the remainder of t he  system 
4.1.2.2 Uneaual b i t  a s s i m e n t s .  From Figure 4.2 fo r  the  
natural code with PSK reception and r = 100 we see t h a t  & = 0.064 
at n = 5. 
8 = 0.04850 at n = 8 given in Table 4.1. 
This is considerably larger  than the  minimum value 
Hence, we seek another 
suboptimum rule which perfoms closer t o  the  optimum rule. 
Observe t h a t  the  curve for  b = 13 i n  Figure 3.13 is  nearly the 
t s t ra ight  line described by the  equation 
'The procedure followed here i s  tha t  of Huang and Schultheiss r28J. 
4 P '  3 
2 
d - (u - 
I I I 
0 '0 !E (u 
I I I 
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Replacing m by mi i n  (4.8) 
72 
(4.9) 
Imposing the  constraint 
n 
i=l 
% =  E m i  
then t r ea t ing  the mi a s  
Using t h i s  approximation i n  (4.7) we obtain 
1 n ,. mi h 10 
L 
=: C ai e 
i=l 
(4 10) 
(4.11) 
continuous variables and introducing the  
Lagrange multiplier f we have 
i = 1,. . .,n 
o r  
1 
2 2 1  - m. ln 10 = 2 g/an 10 = const o e  i 
Solving f o r  mi we have 
Then applying the constraint gives 
n .. n .. 
or 
2 an 10 n 1 An(const) = [ c an - i i=l 2 %' 
Theref ore 
The values f o r  the  m i ( i  = l,...,n) determined by (4.13) a re  next rounded 
t o  the  nearest integer. From (H.7) we have 
So, should the  constraint (4.11) not be satisfied, we arbitrarily adjust  
some of t h e  mi according t o  the following rules:  
n 
C mi take that mi corresponding t o  the  la rges t  
i=l 
( i )  If % < 
i such tha t  m. > 1 and replace it by mi-1. 
1 
n 
(ii) If % > C mi take that m corresponding t o  the  smallest 
i=l 3 
j such t h a t  m = m and replace it by m. + 1. 
5 n  3 
Equation (4.13) together w i t h  rules (i) and ( i i )  const i tute  a (suboptimum) 
algorithm which provides an unequal assignment of t he  % b i t s  t o  the  n 
samples. 
This suboptimum b i t  assignment algorithm was programmed f o r  t he  
IBM 7094 computer and used t o  determine nearly opthum values of n 
and m,. 
I 
In t h i s  case we f i r s t  selected a value for  mby say %; then 
fo r  each value t of n€{ [%/5], *.. , 0%/5] ly the  unequal b i t  assignment 
'The notation [a/b] means t h e  largest  integer l e s s  than the r e a l  
number a/b . 
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I 1 2 was obtained and €* (n,%) and 8 ( n , n j )  were evaluated, Then was 
changed and the procedure repeated. 
2 The values of E#. and 8 actual ly  represent a rectangular net 
above the  n,% plane. 
prepared with n as the  ordinate, % as abcissa, and E, (n,nj.,) o r  
In order t o  visualize t h i s  net t ab les  were 
2 
8 ( n , % )  on the field.  These are presented i n  Tables 4.2 and 4.3 
respectively. 
uniform quantizer, natural  encoder, and PSK reception with r = 100. 
The system evaluated used a K.L. sampler, optimum 
2 Observe from Table 4.2 t h a t  fo r  % fixed E++ (n,m,) increases monotonically 
with n. Also note t h a t  for  n fixed there exists an II+, such t h a t  
G2(n,<) i s  a minimum. These values are underscored i n  Table 4.2. 
With one exception (n  = 6) we see that < i s  a nondecreasing function 
of n, 
assignment algorithm. 
* 
x 
The exception is  probably due t o  the  suboptimumality of the  
In  Table 4.3 ?(n,%) is  presented. This  d i f f e r s  from Table 4.2 
i n  t h a t  here the approximation e r ror  Ea2 i s  a l so  accounted for .  Again 
we see t h a t  for n fixed there  ex i s t s  an < such tha t  8(n,nj,) is  a 
minimum. This 
follows from t h e  fact  t h a t  the  approximation e r ror  i s  not a function 
of t he  remainder of the  system, i,e. 
3, 
4, 
Note t h a t  the  m, are  t h e  same in Tables 4.2 and 4*3. 
(4.14) 
Therefore, w i t h  n fixed 8 varies  only with % through €,:. I n  t h i s  
case we see that for  % f ixed ?(n,mb) does not increase monotonically 
with n. Rather there  ex is t s  an n" such that  $(n ,%) is  a minimum. 
We see that t h e  overa l l  minimum occurs fo r  (n,%) = (9,Zl) with  
* 
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8(9,21) = 0.0484, Considering t h e  en t r i e s  8 ( n , % )  as  a net above 
the  n,% plane we see tha t  a trough extends from the upper l e f t  
portion of the tab le  down through the  lower r igh t  portion. 
4.4 is  analogoustc Table 4.3; t h e  only exception is  t h a t  Max's 
uniform quantizer was employed. 
same f o r  % small, which corresponds t o  a high channel signal-to-noise 
r a t i o  A. However, as % increases A decreases, and t h e  a b i l i t y  of the 
o p t h  uniform quantizer t o  combat the  noisy channel i s  evident. 
point out t ha t  even when using Max's uniform quantizer we choose the  
mi corresponding t o  t h e  quantizer which performs best fo r  t h a t  noise 
level .  For the  optimum uniform quantizer we go one s tep fur ther  and 
also se lec t  the  o p t h  interval r. 
Table 
The en t r ies  i n  these tab les  a re  the 
We 
The data presented in Tables 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 i s  a l l  f o r  
r = ST/No = 100, 
As t h e  average channel s i g n a l  energy i s  increased which corresponds 
t o  increasing r the  system performance improves. 
in Figure 4.2. 
employed. 
dashed lines f o r  r = 100,200, For Max's uniform quantizer r e su l t s  
were also obtained fo r  r =  400. 
This is  i l l u s t r a t e d  
The unequal (suboptimum) b i t  assignment algorithm was 
Results fo r  the optimum uniform quantizer are shown by the 
These a re  shown by the  so l id  lines. 
Note tha t  doubling r (increasing r by 3 db) reduces 8 by approxirrately 
2.5 db (a reduction factor of .55). 
quantizing in te rva l  r can be seen from the  curve f o r  r = 200. 
minimum using Max's quantizer is 
The effect  of using the  optimum 
The 
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while f o r  t h e  opt h u m  quantizer 
= $(15,35) = 0,0271 
and the  improvement i n  performance i s  but 0,06 db. Corresponding t o  
r :-= 100,200, and 400 the  optimum values of n a r e  6, 14, and 2% and of 
% are 19, 34, and 60 respectively,  
t h a t  t h e  channel i s  less noisy and hence can handle a higher b i t  rate 
with no increase in t he  b i t  e r ror  r a t e ,  
The reason f o r  t he  increase i s  
So f a r  i n  t h i s  chapter, we have determined t h e  optimum b i t  
assignments for K.L. sampling with n ( the  number of samples) small, 
We have a l so  presented and evaluated two suboptinnun b i t  assignment 
procedures. 
t h e  suboptimum assignments t o  t he  optimum assignment 
In the  next, section we w i l l  compare t h e  performances of 
4.103 Comparison of B i t  Assignment Procedures, The performance 
of the  optimum b i t  assignment procedure and these two s u b o p t h m  
procedures a re  compared i n  Figure 4.3 f o r  t h e  example of Chapters I1 
and 111. 
c r i t e r ion  i s  plotted as a function of t h e  number of samples, 
plot ted a re  €a , which remains invariant with b i t  assignment, and 
the  three curves for  €+$2 correspondfng t o  t h e  three b i t  assignment 
procedures. 
s ign i f icant ly  poorer performance especially fo r  la rge  values of n. 
For n = 12 the  e r ror  $ (equal b i t  assignment) exceeds 8 (unequal 
b i t  assignment) by 2.8 db. 
suboptimum unequal b i t  assignment procedure performs nearly iden t i ca l ly  
t o  the  optimum assignment procedure e 
Here t h e  performance under the  mean-integral-square e r ror  
Also 
2 
Note t ha t  t h e  equal b i t  assignment procedure y ie lds  
From Figure 403 we observe tha t  t h e  
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In order t o  fur ther  point out the f i n e  performance of the  suboptimum 
b i t  assignment algorithm presented in Subsection 4.1.2.2, we prepared 
Table 4,5. Note tha t  fo r  n = 3,5,7, and 8 the suboptimum unequal and 
optbum assignments have the  same performance t o  3 signif icant  f igures.  
For n = 4 and 6 t h e  performances a re  a l so  nearly the  same. 
The b i t  assignments given by the  algorithm fo r  n = 3,5, and 8 were 
ident ica l  t o  the  optimum assignments presented. in Table 4.1. 
for  n = 4,6, and 7, n+, d i f f e r s  between the assigunent procedures and 
consequently the  assignments a re  different  e 
assignments perform so nearly the  same indicates t ha t  the  performance 
i s  not extremely sensi t ive t o  the b i t  assignment. 
However, 
The f ac t  t ha t  different  
We have discussed the  problem of choosing the best couple (n,%) 
so as t o  minimize t h e  overal l  system er ror  8 f o r  K.L. sampling. 
Numerical resu l t s  f o r  the  example of t he  SGM source and the  m 
extension of t he  BSC were obtained. 
graphs and tables. 
of the  overal l  system performance t o  such things as receiver, quantizer, 
and encnder structrrres, b i t  assignment procedures, and average channel 
signal-to-noise ra t io .  In the  next section we evaluate t h e  overal l  
performance of systems using time sampling. 
t h  
We presented these using a number of 
In t h i s  manner we a lso  i l l u s t r a t e d  the sens i t i v i ty  
4.2 Time Sampling 
It is  quite probable that all telemetry systems, telemetering 
analog signals, i n  operation today use time samplers. 
a time sampler is  so easy t o  rea l ize  while it is, in general, not 
feasible  t o  build a K.L. sampler. Therefore, overal l  performance 
This i s  because 
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84. 
f igures  on conventional PCM telemetry, using time sampling, a r e  
valuable f o r  comparitive purposes. 
Recall from Subsection f,,2.,4, t h a t  numerous attempts have been 
made t o  analyze t h i s  system under the  mean-integral-square e r ror  
c r i te r ion ,  Viterbiss  [47] analysis included all three of the  error  
sources: sampler, quantizer, and channel, However, he assumed a 
bandlimited source process and uniformly dis t r ibuted channel noise. 
Therefore, by Nyquist's c r i t e r ion  the sampler was  error less ;  also,  Max's 
quantizer was optimum. 
somewhat more complicated, 
inser t ing an ideak bandlimiting f i l t e r  jus t  ahead of the  sampler [21]. 
For nonbancUMted sources the  analysis is  
L h i t e d  r e su l t s  have been obtained by 
We mpreciate the  d i f f i ex l ty  of t h i s  problem and hence simulate 
the extended BSC and the SGM source on a d i g i t a l  computer, 
the performance of a system which employs t h e  sampling and optimum 
uniform quantization, Th i s  syctem i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Figure 404d The 
waveforms of t he  source process are  simulated i n  the  same manner as 
f o r  t he  example discussed i n  Section 2,lC0 This  method i s  presented 
in Appendix Bo The sampler, quantizer, data encoder, and user decoder 
were eas i ly  simulated requiring only a small interplay of real and 
integer arithmetic i n  the  programming language, Fortran IV, 
We estimate 
The natural  code was  used because of i t s  compatibility with the 
The additive channel disturbance was simulated by looking computer. 
individually at the b i t s  required f o r  the binary represenbation of 
the integers k-l(k = I, e o  .,2") corresponding t o  t h e  encoded version 
of the v which the random variable takes on, For each b i t  a biased 
coin was fl ipped and the  outcome observed, 
k 
On t h i s  coin a head 
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appears wlth probability p and a t a d  m t h  probabili ty (f-p), 
head was observed we eonsldered that a channel. error had occurred 
and the b i t  was changed t o  t h e  other state,  
ment was simulated by ca l l ing  a pauedo-random number dis t r ibuted 
uniformly over the interval (0,j 
p a channel error m s  assumed t o  have ozcumed, 
If a 
The c o b  f l f p p h g  experi- 
I f  the c a n e d  number was less than 
For t h e  system without data mmpres;ion ( the  s d t e h e s  5,n Figure 
are  closed) we reeonstr  t e d  the. waveform us ing  linea9 interpolation 
(LI), s in (m) /m,  and zero order hesPci (ZQH) recon I The 
performance of the c ~ n v e n t i ~ ~ a L  9yo;tern (the sampling and pa data 
cmpressioql fo r  'these thvrt5 wm&mn x e c x a t r w t l o n  techniques i s  
presented in S ~ b s e ~ t h ~ n  ,$02010 
Recall t ha t  5,n Section 2L,33 we! prewanted a digiLal. f i l t e r ing  
t e c M q u e  for  data eomprwaaion of second order processes with knokan 
autoeowiance frme%ion~;. We %w t h a t ,  f o r  the approxhatdion error 
only, the t h e  ampiw,  cbg i t a l  f i ixer  system performed nearly as 'a 
,well as the  K,L, samplero Hencefi, the o v e r d l  performance of a system 
using t h i s  &%a compredsion tecsiiniq,e 15 a,f" ~nceres t .  By spenmg the  
switches fi Figure Ao4 we add the forward and inverse d i g i t a l  filters 
t o  the conventional. system. 
special  purpose d ig i t a l  computers, Lt is a simple matter t~ sbmla te  
t h e i r  operation on a general purpose digital computer, 
performance of the system ihcluding the fi.l .ters 1s presented :, 
Subsection LC02,2 
Sirice these f i l t e r s  a r e  realized as 
The overal l  
4.2.1 No Data Compression, Again, as  i n  Section 2.4, t o  gain a 
be t te r  appreciation of the system operations we present sample functions 
of t he  input and output processes. 
which i l lustrate the  effect  of the  t h e  sampler, quantizer, and 
reconstruction device (no channel errors).  
same as  the  one presented i n  Figure 2,3, 
input waveform were quantized using t h e  optimum uniform eight l eve l  
quantizer corresponding t o  a signal-to-noise r a t i o  per channel b i t  of 
In Figure 4.5 we present waveforms 
The input waveform is  the  
Ten samples taken on t h e  
3933 ( A  = 30331- 
For L I  t he  output waveform (See Figure 4.5a) was obtained by 
connecting the  adjacent values of the  zt vector (without data 
compression zit = z ) ~  
until the  next, arrives, 
output waveform are  obtained from the equation 
For ZOH each value of the zt vector i s  held 
While f o r  sin(m)/nx the  points on the  
3 = l,. .,N (4.15) 
where in Figure 4.5 M = 3 O O  and nl = n = 10 0 
The absolute error at t = 0,22 see. r e s u l t s  from a s l igh t  dip of 
the  input waveform below the  t rans i t ion  l e v e l u 6  which occurred a t  
t h a t  instant .  The quantization in te rva l  of r = 0,5195 was  used i n  
t h i s  system, It was obtained from Figure 3.4a f o r  m = 3 and p = I'/n = 10. 
For the  input waveform of Figure 4-5 the  integral-square error  
corresponding t o  the  different  reconstructors is 
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Linear  interpolat  ion 06656 
Sin(m)/m .07588 
Zero order hold 0 19333 
Recall t h a t  no bi t  errors  were made during the transmission of the  
waveform presented i n  Figure 4.5. 
In  Figure  4.6 we present the output waveform obtained fo r  a b i t  
. , nd error on t h e  22 b i t ,  This i s  the first and most significant b i t  f o r  
the eighth sample (The t h e  sample at  t = 0,78 sec.), 
b i t  error  a f fec ts  the  output waveform over one sample period for  ZOH, 
two sample periods f o r  LI,  anti over several sampling periods fo r  
sin(rOc)/nx. 
square errors  of Figure 4.6 a re  
Note tha t  the  
For the same input waveform as  in Figure 4.5 the  integral-  
Linear in t  erpolatioy. 0 34540 
Sin( m)/m .45865 
Zero order hold .69678 
By comparing Figures 4.5 and 406  we note tha t  the  effect  of a 
b i t  error  i s  more pronounced than the e f fec t  of the quantization 
error fo r  the  si tuation i l l u s t r a t ed ,  However, as is  evident from 
Figure 3.3a, b i t  errors  occur rather infrequevtly. Therefore, t o  
assure reasonable estfmates of the mean-integral-square error  E 
using the  Monte Carlo technique, it i s  necessary tha t  t he  transmission 
of a large number of waveforms be s h l a t e d .  
t h a t  f o r  p = l o  and m =  3 the  probabili ty of a b i t  error  p = 0.005. 
If 1000 different waveform transmissions are  simulated then a t o t a l  
of 30,000 b i t s  a r e  required and we would expect 150 t o  be in error .  
This  corresponds to  f ive  e r rors  for  each of the channel b i t s .  
2 
We see from Figure 3.3a 
The 
time samples used t o  represent the source waveforms are a l l  equally 
s ignif icant .  
b i t  positions. 
s ignif icant  b i t  posit ion be at least t e n  when estimating 8. 
different  waveform was generated for each simulated transmission. 
Therefore we expect 50 b i t  e r rors  fo r  each of the  3 
We required tha t  the expected number of e r rors  per 
A 
The estimates of 8 obtained by this simulation procedure a re  
presented i n  Figure 4.7. 
with I" = 100 and the three dotted l ines  are fo r  L I  reconstruction with 
I" = 100,200, and 400, 
computer time i s  required t o  reconstruct using the  sin(m>/nx method. 
For t h i s  reason estimates of 8 w i t h  s in (nx) /m reconstruction were 
not obtained. Note tha t  for  I"= 100 L I  outperforms ZOH by a factor  
of 1/2(3 db). For L I  we see tha t  doubling the  average signal-to- 
noise r a t i o  r reduces E between 2 and 2.5 db. Also as r i s  increased 
the  m i n i m u m  value of 8 occurs a t  larger values of n o  
being t h a t  more channel b i t s  can be used with about t h e  same b i t  e r ror  
ra te ,  hence more samples can be used and the  approximation e r ror  i s  
s ign i f icant ly  decreased. 
The dashed l i n e  i s  fo r  ZOH reconstruction 
A s  i s  indicated by (4.15) considerably more 
2 
The reason 
I n  t h i s  subsection the overal l  performance of a conventional PCM 
telemetry system has been estimated using the  Nonte Carlo method for  
a simulated system, Results were obtained for  three different  wave- 
form reconstruction techniques. 
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Figure 4.7 System Performance for Time Sampling and Equal B i t  
Assignments with I‘ = 100,200, and 400 
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4.2,Z Data Compression, In  t h i s  subsection we evaluate the 
performance of the system shown i n  Figure 4,4 incorporating the  forward 
and inverse d ig i t a l  filters, 
and would be real ized as small d ig i t a l  computers so simulation on the  
d i g i t a l  computer was s t ra ight  forward. 
used f o r  waveform reconstruction followtng the  inverse f i l t e r .  
The f i l t e r s  consist  of matrix operations 
O n l y  l inear  interpolation i s  
Recall from Section 2,3 that  the samples a t  the output of the  
forward f i l t e r  a re  uncorrelated and can be ordered according t o  
variance i n  a noninereasing manner This we do and, therefore, as 
in Section 4-2, the question of the  correct b i t  assignment arises. 
We consider both equal and unequal assignments of the % channel 
b i t s  per sample function t o  the n samples per sample function. 
assignments used were those obtained f o r  K.L. sampling in Section 
4.1. 
The 
These a re  presented in Table 4.1 f o r  small values of n. 
The effect  of the quantizer on a s ingle  sample function for  
equal and unequal b i t  assignments is i l l u s t r a t e d  in Figures 4.8a and c. 
In each case the  input waveform was obtained by connecting 300 points 
of which 100 were taken as t b  samples. L? Figure 4,8athe 1(x> time 
samples are reduced t o  10 by the f i l t e r  and then all quantized using 
an eight l eve l  quantizer, While in Figure 4,8c the  100 time samples 
are reduced t o  8 which a re  quantized using m e  32, one 16, one 8, 
th ree  4, and two 2 l e v e l  quantizers. Th i s  requires a t o t a l  of 20 
channel b i t s  compwed t o  30 f o r  the  equal b i t  assignment above. 
These values of % and t h e i r  assignments am optimum f o r  t he  prevailing 
channel cmnditions, 
t he  error  i s  en t i r e ly  due t o  sampling, f i l t e r ing ,  and quantizing; 
For the waveforms in both Figure 4.8a and 4 . 8 ~ ~  
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no b i t  errors were made. 
The integral-square errors i n  Figures 4.8a and c corresponding t o  
the b i t  assignments are  
Equal b i t  assignment ( n  10) 03094 
Optimum b i t  assignment (n = 8) 06229 
In general, even though IO samples and 30 b i t s  a re  used with the  b i t s  
assigned equally, one would expect poo.rer performance than fo r  8 
samples and 20 b i t s  with the  b i t s  assigned optimally, 
t h a t  the equal assignment procedure performed so well f o r  t h i s  wave- 
form is  that the first and most significant sample was  very close t o  
a quantization value 
The reason 
The ef fec ts  of a b i t  error on the  reconstructed waveform i s  
The fourth b i t  was  i n  error.  i l l u s t r a t ed  fi Figures 4,8b and d. 
This is t he  most s ignif icant  b i t  of the second most significant 
sample f o r  t h e  equal b i t  assignment procedure. Had it been the 
very f i r s t  b i t  its effect  would be still  more marked, 
assignment the b i t  in error  was the  fourth of five assigned t o  the  
first sample. 
Figures b08b and d are  
For the  
The b-tepal-square errors  f o r  t he  real izat ions in 
Equal b i t  assignment 67729 
Optimum b i t  assignment 0 19801 
The positions of the  b i t  errors whose e f fec ts  are i l l u s t r a t ed  i n  
Figures 406 and l+,8 were selected arbitrarily. One could obtain 
wavefoms i l l u s t r a t i n g  the  effect  of a b i t  e r ror  in any position 
by overriding the decisions i n  t he  s b l a t e d  channel, 
course, was not done when estimating average performances, 
This, of 
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4.3 System Comparisons 
The average res’Qts for  time sampling followed by d i g i t a l  f i l t e r i n g  
a re  presented i n  Figure 4.9. 
those presented in  F i y r e s  402  and 4.7* 
the  time sampling, d i g i t a l  f i l t e r i n g  system using unequal b i t  assignments 
(The c i rc les  i n  Figure 4-9) i s  comparable t o  tha t  f o r  K.L. sampling and 
unequal b i t  assignments, 
performs approximately 1 db poorer. 
those for  K.L. sarr$l.Fng presented i n  Figure 4.3. 
error  level,  f? = 0.05, i s  obtained using only half the transmitter 
power required by the  conventional system (time samples without the 
d i g i t a l  f i l t e r s ) ,  T h i s  amounts t o  a tradeoff of average transmitter 
power for  added system complexity consisting of two d i g i t a l  f i l t e r s .  
Mote also tha t  the K , L ,  sampler w i t h  unequal b i t  assignments with 
r = 200 outperforms the conventional system w i t h  r = 400. 
Also superimposed on these r e su l t s  a r e  
Note t h a t  the performance of 
The same system using equal b i t  assignments 
These r e su l t s  a re  consistent w i t h  
We also see tha t  the  
For the  
former system 
&(n,%) = 8(14,34) = 0,0277 
and f o r  the l a t t e r  s y s t e m  
Note tha t  the number 
system i s  2.35 times 
of channel b i t s  % required by 
tha t  f o r  the system using K.L. 
the conventional 
sampling and 
unequal b i t  assignments. 
t o  bandwidth it amounts t o  a bandwidth reduction of 0.425. 
the WLkxmbit  rates are  19 and 44 fo r  K.L. sampling and conventional 
time sampling, respectively. 
When t h i s  saving in b i t  r a t e  i s  t ranslated 
For r = 100 
From Figure 4.9, we see tha t  t he  time 
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sampler followed by a d i g i t a l  f i l t e r  performs comparable t o  the  K.L. 
sampler. 
d i g i t a l  f i l t e r s  t o  the conventional system provides hprove-  
ment i n  8 while requiring only 1/2 as much transmitter power and 
channel bandwidth . 
Hence, we conclude tha t  adding the  forward and inverse 
4.4 Informtion Transmission Rates 
With the exception of Section 3.4.4 we have considered the mean- 
integral-square error c r i t e r ion  as our sole  measure of performance. 
Another measure of performance, re la ted  t o  the mean-square e r ror  
c r i te r ion ,  is  Shannon's [59]  r a t e  dis tor t ion function R ( 8 ) .  It 
gives the  information in b i t  s/second required t o  reconstruct discrete  
data w i t h  dis tor t ion less 3han or equal t o  $. 
t ha t  fo r  discrete I J ( 0 , l )  data 
Recall from (3.40) 
) = $ log2(1/< ) b i t  s/sample (4.16) 
" 1 1 
In t h i s  section we apply t h i s  measure t o  the  systems discussed in the 
previous sections of t h i s  chapter. We compare t h e i r  performances t o  
the  theore t ica l  l i m i t  and t o  the  performance of an idealized system. 
The r a t e  dis tor t ion concept has a lso been applied t o  t h e  transmission 
of random processes ([61] - [63]). Goblick [62]  defines t h e  quantity 
~ ~ ( $ 1  a s  
I(%;z,) i s  the average mutual information between the  input x ( t )  and  
the  output z ( t )  t E ( 0 , T )  of a communication system. And the minimization 
in (4.17) i s  carried out over a l l  possible communication systems. We 
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.:ay interpret  R T ( 8 )  a s  the minimum information capacity of the system 
necessary t o  have mean-integral-square error  less than 
in te rva l  [O,T]. 
f o r  the  
The minimum required information capacity is then 
defined as 
(4.18) 
For analog waveforms R ( 8 )  i s  the minimum r a t e  of transmission of 
information necessary t o  achieve a mean-integral-square error,  8. 
When considering stationary Gaussian sources, the quant i t ies  8 
and R ( 8 )  can be expressed i n  terms of a bandwidth parameter, tp. 
' Consider a source with a monotone decreasing power spectral  density 
Sx(f). Define the  noise power spectral. density N(f) as 
P- 
N(f) = < (4.19) 
Then the  parametric equations fo r  R ( 8 )  and 8 are  [61], [62] 
For the  SGX source with R ( T )  = e- IT I, we have 
2 qf) = 
1 + 
SO t ha t  (4.20) and (4,221) become 
(4.22) 
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The curve given by (4.23) znd (4e24) i s  plot ted i n  Figure 4.10. 
gives the theoret ical  1ow:;r l imit  a t  which information must be trans- 
mitted t o  achieve the  corresponding error  performance. 
It 
Results a r e  a lso available f o r  a digi t izat ion system consisting 
of i )  a bandlimiting f i l t e r ,  ii) a t h e  sampler, i i i )  a uniform 
quantizer, i v )  an entropy encoder and v)  a noiseless channel 
(abbreviated as the BSQC encoder o r  d ig i t izer )  [63]. These r e su l t s  
a r e  presented in F i g u r e  4of0 as the  family of so l id  l i n e s  f o r  the  
source process of our example, 
Hz of the bandlimiting f i l t e r ,  
The parameter WF i s  the bandwidth i n  
We have computed the  overa l l  mean-integral-square error  (including 
the  channel error)  incurred in the  transmission of sample functions 
f romthe  same process over the noisy channel described above and 
recorded % (the optimum number of channel b i t s  per sample function) 
corresponding t o  tha t  e r ror ,  The parameter % as used previously i s  
the  data r a t e  (in bits/sec.)  required, t o  transmit the source functions 
w i t h  mean-integral-square e r ror  8. 
three dotted l i n e s  i n  Figure bolo f o r  the system employing t h e  
sampling, opt hum uniform quantization, natural  encoding, unequal b i t  
assignments, and PSK reception with r =  100,200, and 400 Mote t h a t  
f o r  the  low signal-to-noise r a t i o  of r =  100 t h i s  system outperforms 
Goblick's BsQC digi t izer .  However, these r e s u l t s  include the m.s.e. 
caused by b i t  errors on a noisy channel. 
of the ESQC d ig i t izer  o r  encoder assumes tha t  information at  the  output 
These values a re  plot ted as the 
Also, t h e  entropy encoder 
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Figure 4.10 A Comparison of Data Rate vs. 8 for both Pract ical  
and Theoretical Systems 
of the  quantizer can be transmitted a t  a r a t e  equal t o  i t s  entropy. 
Such an encoder has  never been physically real ized,  AS r increases 
the  data rate of the system whose performance we have evaluated 
appears t o  converge toward the theore t ica l  limit while t ha t  f o r  the  
B Q C  encoder diverges, A reason for  the apparent convergence is  
tha t  the  number of available channel b i t s  fo r  the same b i t  e r ror  
r a t e  i s  increased and the unequal b i t  assignment procedure uses 
these b i t s  more e f f i c i en t ly  than the BsQC encoder or d ig i t izer .  
an i l l u s t r a t ion ,  we see tha t  for  r = 400 and 8 = 2 x 
A s  
(-17 db) 
the  theore t ica l  l imit  i s  28 bits/sec,, the  r a t e  f o r  the  system we 
describe i s  40 bits/sec,, a.nd the r a t e  f o r  t he  BQC encoder i s  52 
bits/sec. 
by a fac tor  of 0.77. 
This amounts t o  reducing the  necessary channel bandwidth 
The three sets  of small c i r c l e s  in Figure 4.10 i l l u s t r a t e  the 
data r a t e s  required t o  obtain the corresponding performance levels  
fo r  t he  simulated gystem which u t i l i z e s  tfme sampling and L I  wave- 
form reconstruction with no data compression. 
r = 100,200, and 400. 
the  system using K.L. sampling with unequal b i t  assignments over 
the  conventional system for  the same signal-to-noise r a t i o  r is  
clear.  The simulation r e su l t s  fo r  time sampling, data compression, 
and unequal b i t  assignments are shown by t r iangles  fo r  r = 100. 
Again note how close these r e su l t s  are  t o  those fo r  K.L. sampling 
with unequal b i t  assignments, 
These a re  a l so  f o r  
The improvement i n  both 8 and data r a t e  of 
Figure 4.10 together with Figure 4.9 summarize the r e s u l t s  of 
system performance vs. the  data r a t e  and the  number of samples. 
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We also  must note from Figure 4e10 tha t ,  even though the  system using 
K,L. samples and unequal b i t  assignments performs be t te r  than the 
others, it s t i l l  requires a b i t  r a t e  t h a t  i s  about 40% greater than 
the  theore t ica l  lhit, For example with 8 = 0.02 (-17 db), 
R(theoretica1 limit) = 28 
R(K.L. sampler, unequal assign, I" = 400) = 40 
and 
which amounts t o  43% more b i t s ,  
4.5 s-s 
In  t h i s  chapter we have considered the tradeoff between the 
number of samples per sample function and the number of b i t s  per 
sample functrfon. 
R(T) = e 1 7 1 0  We formulated the opthum tradeoff problem as an 
integer nonlinear programming problem and then submitted a suboptimum 
assignment ru le  which assigns the % channel b i t s  t o  the  n samples. 
We evaluated the  performance of t h i s  assignment procedure and compared 
it t o  the performance of the optimum assignment obtained by an 
exhaustive search procedure. 
Our r e su l t s  are r e s t r i c t ed  t o  the  SGM process with 
- 
Estimated performance figures obtained by computer simulation for  
a conventional PCM system which u t i l i z e s  time sampling and equal b i t  
assignments a re  compared t o  those above obtained f o r  K.L. sampling 
and unequal b i t  assignments, Simulation r e su l t s  were a l so  used t o  
demonstrate t ha t  time sampling followed by d i g i t a l  f i l t e r i n g  can be 
u t i l i zed  t o  approach the  performance of K.L. sampling, 
The data r a t e s  required t o  achieve the e r rors  obtained were 
compared t o  theore t ica l  limits determined using Shannon's r a t e  
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dis tor t ion  theory. 
performs be t t e r  using l e s s  t ransmit ter  power and l e s s  channel band- 
width than the  conventional system. 
Finally, it was shown t h a t  t he  system we describe 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
The PCM telemetry system whose basic operations consist of sampling 
an analog waveform, quantizing the samples, and transmitting binary 
representations of the quantized samples over a noisy channel was  
analyzed under the mean-integral-square error  cr i ter ion.  
c r i t e r i a  were established which minimize t h i s  e r ror  when the second 
order source s t a t i s t i c s  and the t rans i t ion  matrix of the  channel are 
known. 
Design 
Sampling procedures were discussed in Chapter 11. The sampler 
was considered t o  provide a truncated generalized Fourier expansion 
of an input waveform t o  t h e  system. 
attention: 
be best i n  the mean-integral-square error sense and 
sampler which is  most practical .  
time sampler followed by a d ig i ta l  f i l t e r  was presented. 
three samplers were evaluated for  the  s ta t ionary Gaussian Markov 
(SGM) process with R(T) = e IT l o  It was shown tha t  the "sampler"- 
time sampler, d ig i t a l  f i l ter-wepresented performs within 4% of 
the K.L. sampler. Moreover, it can be real ized using existing 
hardware developed for  d ig i ta l  computer fabrication. 
Two samplers were given special  
(i) the  Karhunen Loeve (K.L.) sampler which is  known t o  
( i i )  the  time 
Then a l'samplerll consisting of a 
These 
- 
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In  Chapter I11 we determined the  optimum and optimum uniform 
quantizer structures f o r  d i g i t a l  data with a known continuous 
probabili ty density. To quantize optimally it i s  necessary t o  take 
in to  account the adverse e f f ec t s  of the  channel over which the  data 
i s  t o  be transmitted. This i s  clear  from (3.11) and (3.12). 
Both the  optimum and o p t h  uniform quantizer s t ructures  were 
obtained for the  case of numerical data dis t r ibuted N ( 0 , l )  with the  
channel disturbance tha t  of additive,  white, Gaussian noise. Both 
PSK and FSK receivers were evaluated fo r  the  cpantized data source 
encoded using the  natural  code. 
with PSK reception was a l so  evaluated. 
Source encoding using the  Gray code 
We note from Figure 3.7 tha t  if the  optimum n u i h x  of cl?annel 
b i t s  i s  selected then the  uniform quantizer of Max performs within 
1 db of the optimum quantizer. However, it i s  evident from Figure 3.8 
tha t ,  fo r  t h e  nwnber of channel b i t s  fixed, t he  choice of the quantiz- 
ing  in t e rva l  i s  most s ignif icant ,  In applications where adaptive 
capabi l i t i es  may be programmed in to  a system, e i ther  of these cases 
may be exploited t o  improve system performance, 
We point out t h a t  it costs  no more t o  build the  optimum quantizer 
than a suboptimum one. 
d i s t r ibu t ion  of the data and the  channel matrix, 
design procedure for  the  optimum uniform quantizer when t h e  data 
d is t r ibu t ion  and channel matrix above are used. We have demonstrated 
tha t  nei ther  the natural code nor the  Gray code uniformly out performs 
the  other f o r  Gaussian data. 
design the quantizer fo r  the channel even f o r  nonreal time operation. 
The d i f f i c u l t y  l i e s  in determining the  
We have provided a 
We have also pointed out that' one must 
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In Chapter I V  we considered the tradeoff between the  number of 
samples per sample function and the  number of b i t s  per sample function. 
Our resu l t s  a re  r e s t r i c t ed  t o  t h e  SGM process with R( T )  = e- IT I. We 
formulated the optimum tradeoff problem a s  an integer nonlinear 
programning problem and then submitted a suboptimum assignment ru le  
which assigns the  n+, channel b i t s  t o  t he  n samples. 
the performance of t h i s  assignment procedure and compared it t o  the 
performance of the assignment obtained by an exhaustive search 
procedure. 
opt h u m  assignments 
We evaluated 
The suboptimum assignments performed within 0.5% of the  
Estimated performance figures obtained by computer simulation 
f o r  a conventional PCM system which u t i l i z e s  time satnplgng and equal 
b i t  assignments were compared t o  those above, obtained f o r  K.L. sampling 
and unequal b i t  assignmerrts. 
i n  overal l  system er ror  of 2.5 t o  3 db for  t he  same average transmitted 
channel energy per source waveform. Moreover, t h i s  e r ror  reduction was  
accomplished using only 3/1, of the channel bandwidth required by the  
conventional system. 
The la t ter  system yielded an improvement 
Simulation r e s u l t s  were also used t o  demonstrate t ha t  t h e  
sampling followed by d i g i t a l  f i l t e r i n g  can be u t i l i zed  t o  approach 
the performance of K.L, sampling, Therefore, we conclude that the 
system which r e su l t s  when adding forward and inverse d i g i t a l  f i l t e r s  t o  
the conventional PCM telemetry systems and then taking in to  account t h e  
comparative significance of the resul t ing samples performs be t te r  using 
l e s s  transmitter power and less  channel bandwidth than t h e  conventional 
PCM system. 
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APl?EXDIX A 
~LATIONSBTP BETWEEN APPROXIMATE K.L. SABfPL~ 
AND IWRMALIZED PPINCIPAL COMPONXNTS 
The K.L. samples a r e  the projections of the sample function t o  be 
represented on the eigenfunetions of the in tegra l  equation, 
These projections a r e  given exactly by 
and approximately by 
where the N samples a re  taken unffonuly each TIN seconds. 
( A .  3) is merely a rectangular approximation t o  the in t eg ra l  i n  (A.2) .  
Let xt be the vector of time samples and Q be the Nxn matrix with 
n < N such t h a t  
Equation 
then 
T x' = 4 XL 
j = l , . * . , N  
i = 1, ..., n 
i s  a vector of dimension no  
Consider also the f f r s t  n samples obtained from (2 .19)  rewrit ten 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
8 
I 
1 
8 
I 
8 
1 
here a s  
Again l e t  xt be the vector of time samples and define the Nxn matrfx 
$ a s  
1 
so t h a t  
1 T 
t w = $  x 
j = 1,. . . , N  
i = l , . . , ,n 
%A071 
is again a vector of dimension n. 
ship between the components of x' and w ' *  
(A.7) we have 
The question a t  hand is the relation- 
By (A.3)' (A.h), (A .6 ) ,  and 
. N  
so that w e  need only to campare the weights of the two matrfces Q and 9 
as given by ( A h )  and (A,7). 
evaluated a t  t vis .  
Consider an approxlmate version of ( A . 1 )  
j' 
which f o r  stationary processes can be writ ten a s  
Compare (A,11) t o  the solution of the matrix equation t 
for the camponents of the eigenvectors B vis.  i' 
'For r t h e  covariance matrix, we have Z =  R ( t j  - t k )  
jk 
(A.10) 
(A,11) 
(A.12) 
N 
Bji hi = k = l  J k  R ( t  -t ) pki 
For N l a rge  the approximation i n  ( A . l l )  i s  good and hence by the 
uniqueness properties of the spec t ra l  representation of non-negative 
de f in i t e  matrices w e  have 
and 
K cpi(tj) + f3 j i  as N + UJ 
where K i s  a normalizing constant. For the  difference i n  ( A . 9 )  t o  
approach zero 
(A.14) 
(A.16) 
m u s t  approach zero. Hence the n o m l i z i n g  constant is  
K = 1/m 
Consider the example of the SMG process with covariance function 
R(T) = e - 171 
over the time interval  [0,1]. This process has eigenvalues 
2 
l t b  
hi = - 
i 
and eigenfunctions 
i = 1,2,*.. 
1 t a o ,  11 
ci bi 1 
c p i ( t )  = - (2 s i n  b . t  + cos bit) ,  
i = 1,2 ,... 
where the b .  a re  the solutions of 
1 
tan b/2 = l / b  
and 
(~.18) 
1 
c 
1 
I 
i 
I 
I 
i 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
m 
cot  b/2 = - L/b 
with the normalizing coiistant squared 
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(A.19)  
L ? t  the number of samples a f t e r  the matrix operations ( d i g i t a l  
f i l t e r )  be 5(n = 5) and the number of time samples be 5 and 10(H = 5JO) e 
The f i rs t  f i v e  eigenvlalaes of the in tegra l  eqlfatlon (A.1) ana of the 
matrix equation (A.12) w P t h  C of ahens ion  5 x 5, 10 x 10, and 100 x 900 
a r e  presented i n  Table A.1. 
Table A , l  
Eigenvalues 412 of the In tegra l  Eqmtion and l,T/N of the  
Matrix Equatfon f o r  R(T)  = e - 1. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
SUM 
0,7388 0 e 7490 0 e 7414 c 0 7388 
0.1380 0,1464 0 1401 0.1380 
0.0213 0.0297 0.0232 0 e 0213 
0.0123 0.0219 0.0141 8.0123 
0.0451 0.0529 0 0469 0.0451 
The vectors obtained by t h e  sampling the efgenfanctions given by (A.18) 
compared t o  the eigenvec-tors obtained from (A.12) for n. = 5 and N = 5,PO 
a r e  presented i n  Table A,2, 
A .  
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Table A.2 
0.3463 0.5200 0.5560 0.5659 0 - 5697 
0.4360 0.  0000 -0.5624 0.0000 0.5715 
0.3460 -0.5209 0.5560 -0.5659 0.5697 
0.4130 0.4283 0.0423 -0.3810 -0.5710 
0.4130 -0.4283 0.0423 0.3810 -0.5710 
Cornprison of (pi( t .) and Bji f o r  i=l, .. . , n  and * j = l , .  . . ,N J 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
, 2  .a n = 5 , N = 5  
0.4149 -0.5871 0.5334 0.3941 -0.2083 
0.4621 -0.3941 -0.1599 -0.5871 0.5108 
0. 4782 9.0000 -0.6164 o.oooo -0.6256 
0.4621 0.3941 -0.1599 0.5871 0.5108 
0.4149 0.5871 0.5334 -0.3941 -0.2083 
1 2 3 4 5 
Bji  
1 2 3 4 5 
Table A.2 (cont'd.) 
A.2.b n =  5, N =  10 
a 2 3 4 5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
0.2565 
0.2822 
0.3020 
0.3222 
0.3222 
0.3020 
0.2822 
0.3154 
0.3154 
0.3852 
0 3952 
0.3403 
0.2294 
0.0809 
-0.0809 
-0.2294 
-0 3403 
-0.3952 
-0.3852 
0.4119 
0 .' 3483 
0 1064 
-0.1899 
-0.3891 
-0 3891 
-0.1899 
0 1064 
0.3483 
0.4119 
0.4192 
0.2394 
-0.1894 , 
-0.4212 
-0.2149 
0 e 2149 
0.4212 
0 1894 
-0.2394 
-0,4192 
0.4220 
0.0988 
-0.3911 
-0.22l2 
0.3219 
0.3219 
-0.2212 
-0.3911 
0.0988 
0.4220 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1 2 3 4 5 
0.2821 
0.3041 
0.3210 
0.3382 
0.3382 
0.3324 
0.3210 
0 e 2821 
0.3324 
0 a 3041 
0.4175 -0,4298 
0.3325 -0.0318 
0 . 2 ~ 9 0  0.2412 
0.0764 0.4137 
-0.0764 0.4137 
-0 2190 0 24x2 
0.3325 -0.2915 
-0.3325 -0.0318 
-0.4017 -0 2915 
-0.4175 -0.4208 
0.4097 
0.0982 
-0.2045 
-0.2974 
-0.4384. 
0.2045 
0.4384 
0.2974 
-0.0982 
-0.4097 
-0.3745 
0.1171 
0.4438 
0.2458 
-0.3575 
-0.3575 
0.1438 
0.4438 
o e 1171 
-0.3745 
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F i r s t  note the close agreement of the eigenvalues given i n  Table A . l .  
For the  i n t e g r a l  equation, orily the first f i v e  of a countably i n f i n i t e  
se t  a r e  given and f o r  the 10 x 10 and 100 x 100 covariance matrices the 
first f i v e  of 10 and 100; while f o r  the 5 x 5 covariance matrix a l l  f i v e  
a r e  given. This accounts f o r  the behavior of the sums. 
the  f i r s t  few eigenvalues of the  i n t e g r a l  equation and the  100 x 100 
matrix equation a r e  the same t o  4 s i g n i f i c a n t  places points  out t h e  very 
small penalty t o  be paid f o r  the  convenience of using matrix techniques. 
Compare the d i g i t a l  f i l t e r  weights obtained by t i m e  sampled eigen- 
functions as campared t o  the normalized eigenvectors of the  covariance 
matrix a s  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Table A.2. Again we see that as  N i s  increased 
the s i m i l a r i t y  increases.  For t h e  case of N = 100, the  weights f o r  i = 1 
and j = 1 and 100 d i f f e r  by less than 0.005, 
The f a c t  t h a t  
With j = 50 the  difference 
These comparisons i l l u s t r a t e  the speed of convergence f o r  (A.  14 1 
and ( A . 1 5 ) .  They also point  ou t  that  when designing a d i g i t a l  f i l t e r  
f o r  data compression one need not  solve an  i n t e g r a l  equation i n  order  
t o  derive the benefi ts  of the d iscre t ized  K.L. functions.  
APPENDIX B 
SIMULATION PROCEDURE FOR ESTIMATING THE 
APPROXIHATION ERROR OF TIME SAMPLING 
We desire a method of evaluating the I1closenesslt of a t h e  waveform 
constructed from time samples taken from a random waveform t o  the 
ac tua l  random waveform i t s e l f .  Many analyt ical  techniques ( [I71 - [23]), 
both exact and approximate, have been suggested f o r  cer ta in  special  
si tuations.  
Digital. Camputer and evaluated the  llclosenesslr of the  two waveforms 
under t h e  mean-integral-squared error  c r i te r ion  using Monte Carlo 
methods. 
i l l u s t r a t e d  in Figure Bel. 
was  that of generating a random waveform. 
We have simulated the system of Figure 2.1 on an IBM 7094 
The analog operations which were d ig i t a l ly  simulated are 
The most d i f f i cu l t  operation t o  simulate 
Actually no waveform was 
generated. Rather a large array (Nxl) of correlated numbers representing 
a very dense set of time samples taken on a sample function of t h e  SMG 
process with autocorrelation w a s  generated. 
R(T) = e - 171 (B.1) 
This, of course, does not include a l l  possible real izat ions of the process, 
but only those which would be available a t  t he  output of an idea l  f i l t e r  
bandlimited t o  Wf = N/2T where N is  the number of correlated variables 
in the large array and T the time in te rva l  fo r  the sample function. 
mean-integral-squared e r ror  result ing from t h i s  l imitat ion i s  given by 
The 
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N 
N 
t- t x 
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N 
F* 
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-r 
E! 
a, 
h m 
3 
aJ 
E 
2 
k 
0 
rl 
F9 
- 2 J OD S(f)df rlr - 
wf 
For the  process of (Bel) 
a23 
Substi tuting t h i s  S ( f )  in to  (33.2) and l e t t i ng  PT = 300, T = I, and there- 
fore  Wf = 150, we obtain vf2 = 0.0007 which i s  insignif icant  compared ts 
the  approximation error  plotted i n  Figure 2-2*  
The dense array of properly correlated, simulated time samples 
r e s u l t s  from correlating independent, zero mean, pseudo-random, Gaussian 
t variaWes 
function for  the j c s r r e h t e d  variable q we have 
By applying the  &rkm property t o  the conditional density 
3 
t h  
Then applying Bayes ru le  t o  the Gaussian dunsfty we have 
where 
(3.6) 
Let r. be dis t r ibuted N ( 0 , l )  and consider the transformation 
J 
+F, a description of t he  eomputer routine used to generate the  pseudo- 
random variables, see the €'urd~~e University Computer Science Center 
Library Routine No G5 02 4 
Solving B.7 for q .  we have 
J 
2 1/2 
qj  = (1-P 1 rj + Pqj,1 
Our procedure now is to call a N ( 0 , l )  pseudo-random variable, l a b e l  it 
2 
We continue this procedure until the array of qi (j = 1, 
r , and set q1 = rl; then call a second, label it r 
from (B.8) .  
. . . ,N) is completed. 
and compute q 1 2' 
v 
Call this array q.  
The time sampler in Figure B . l  is simulated by selecting n of 1 
the q. uniformly spaced in the index j . Call this array x . It 
represents the vector obtained by uniformly time sampling an input 
J t 
function x(t). 
into n samples by programming the matrix equation (2.20) and the n 
samples back to n samples by (2.24). 
from which the output time function z(t) is constructed. 
For data compression these nl samples are transformed 
This is the array, call it zt, 
For no data 
1 
1' compression we have n = n 
Three methods of waveform reconstruction were simulated. The 
th 
for T/nl seconds, then the 
first, called zero order hold, simply holds the value of the i 
member of the nl dimensional array z 
i+lst, etc . The second, called linear interpolation merely connects 
t 
adjacent values of the nl dimensional array z 
corresponding to the original N dimensional array of q ' s  are computed. 
Call this vector q . 
Again only the points t' 
* 
It represents N time samples taken on tlie 
reconstructed waveform z(t) . We approximate the integral 
a 
using the vectors g and q and the trapazoidal approximation t o  
2 integration. The random variable qs i s  then averaged by simply repeating 
2 t h e  experiment and taking the average of a l l  values taken on by qs The 
t h i r d  method of waveform 
t o  obtain the vector q . * 
1 n 
reconstructio2 u t i l i z e s  s i n  ( r a ~ )  functions 
The elements of t h i s  vector are computed by 
s inJn  - Y T  ( j  E - i -)I T 
T n, 
(B.lO) 
where the zt are the  elements of the n dimensionttl array presented to 
the  reconstructor. 
1 
i 
When using the  b n t e  Carlo approach t o  estimate the rnw value of 
a random variable we m u s t  have a measuro of the  necessary number of 
experiments t o  perform i n  order t o  have confidence in the  estimate 
obtained. An estirpate of the standard deviation of the sample mean 
was  used as th i s  measure. We now derive t h i s  estimate. 
Define the following estimators: 
L 
i=1 xi 
- A 1  Sample mean = x = - 
k - w9 L 2 A  1 z (xi-x); Sample variance = s = - 
~ - 1  i=l 
L e t  
2 2 Then and s &re unbiased estimators of p and cr . 
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The variance of the sample mean is by definition 
(B.15)  
2 var(Z) = E(: - E(;) 
When the x. result from independent trials, which we assume 
1 
straight forward matter to show that 
it is a 
* 
2 
(5 ,a,<;) = - L 
and hence the standard deviation 
(5 S.D. (x) = - - 
(B. 16) 
Substituting the sample variance for the true variance we have as an 
estimate of the S.D. 
L 
i=l 
1 1  A S.D. = [E= C (xi - - L i=1 (~ .18 )  
By replacing xi by qsi and letting L be the number of waveforms 
simulated, (B.18) is an estimate of convergence of the error estimate 
to the true value. For all of the simulation results used in Figure 2.2, 
L was taken sufficiently large so that 
^ 2  
S.D. < 0.05 Ea , 
and 
L ^ 2  1 Ea = i; C T~ was used as the approximation error. 
i=l i 
APPENDIX C 
DERIVATION OF THE QUANTIZER DENSITY FUNCTIONS 
The density functions needed t o  evaluate the  expectation operation 
i n  (3.9) axe derived i n  t h i s  appendix. F i r s t  note tha t  x, i s  a 
continuous 
variables’. 
obtain the 
random variable, while y and z are  discrete  random 
By allowing Dirac del ta  functions, we are able t o  
i i 
probabili ty density p (X , Zi). F i r s t  consider the 
x , , z ,  i 
The f i r s t  term on the right-hand side (RHS) of (C.1) i s  
Prob[zi = vi lxi 5 Xi, yi = vk] 
frob[zi = vR lyi = vk] Pka, % Xi ( c - 2 )  - 
0 , otherwise 
The operation of the quantizer determines the last term on the RHS of 
(c.1) as 
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where 
After substi tuting (C.2), (C.l+), and (C.5) in to  ( C . l )  we have 
- Prob[xi.Z Xi, yi - Vk, zi = va] 
To 
Therefore the  probability density p (xi,yi, zi) i s  xi, Yi '  z i  
6(Yi-vk)6(zi-va) 
where l(Xi-b) is t h e  uni t  s tep function and 6(Yi-b) is Dirac's de l ta  
function. Integrating w i t h  respect t o  Yi, we have 
M M  
(X.,Zi) = c c Pka P,i(Xi) 
xi+ 1 k = l  lil 
P 
and integrat ing f'urther with respect t o  X we have i' 
M M  
k=l R=l 
= c c P a 8(zi - vi) kR k 
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APPENDIX D 
DERIVATION OF THE QUANTIZER STRUCTURES 
D . l  The Optimun S t ruc tu re  
DJecessary condi t ions  for t h e  m.s.e. i n  (3.10) t o  be a minimmi a r e  
t h a t  t he  v .  ( j  = 1,. . . , Id) and u .  ( j  = 2 , .  . .,M) s a t i s f j  t h e  equat ions  
J J 
1.1 aE[Xi-zi) 2 1 
= -2u.r c v Q (P  j - lQ  -P.  J Q  )lPx ( U j )  
d U j  Q=l 
( D . 2 )  
These equat ions  def ine t h e  s t a t i o n a r y  p o i n t s  of t h e  f u n c t i o n  
? c. $ (u,v) = E(Xi - :: )- i i 
for a g iven  channel matr ix ,  [Pka], i npu t  d e n s i t y  f u n c t i o n  f P, ( X i ) '  
i 
and number of quen t i za t ion  va lues ,  1.1. On inepec t ion  t h e s e  equat ions  
e x h i b i t  c e r t a i n  i s o l a t i o n  and couplinl; p r o p z r t i e s  i -hich a r e  
ev ident  i n  another form. To see  t h i s  we so lve  t h e  s e t s  of equat ions  
(D.1) and ( D . 2 )  f o r  t h e  quan t i za t ion  va lues  v .  (j = 1,. . .,Id) ant? 
J 
( D . 3 )  
t rans i t ion  levels u . ( j  = 2, . . . , M) respectively 
J 
M 
and obtain 
j =  1,. . . ,M 
1.3 1 
(D.4.) 
We r e c a l l  t ha t  (D.4) and (D.5) only a re  necessary conditions for  the  
m.s.e. i n  (3.10) t o  be minimum. Sufficient conditions have not been 
obtained but it i s  reasonable t o  expect that  they might follow i n  a 
manner sMlar t o  the  case o f t h e  quantizer error  only as  obtained by 
Fleischer [56]. 
D.2 The Optimum Uniform Structure 
I n  practice f o r  ease of implementation, it i s  often desirable 
t o  require tha t  t he  quantization values and t r ans i t i on  levels  be 
uniformly dispersed. When th i s  constraint  given by (3.15) i s  added 
the  expression fo r  m.s.e. (3.10) becomes 
Equation (D.6) cont ' d .  
For t h e  per fec t  channel ( D . 6 )  reduces t o  
t Using t h e  following def in i t ions  
k = 2, ..., M - 1  ( D . l O )  
k = 2, .  . . , M - l  ( D . 1 1 )  
k = 1, ..., M 
'These def in i t ions  a r e  f o r  a symmetric density,  p, (Xi). 
i 
( D . 1 2 )  
we can write (D.6)  and (D.7) more compactly as  
(D.14) 
and f o r  the  perfect channel 
E ( x . - z ~ )  2 = E(xi-yi)* = E(xi 2 
1 
- 2 ( ~ - l ) r f ~ ( r )  +$M) 1 2 2  r g&> 
An implicit  equation fo r  r i s  obtained by equating the derivative of 
(D.14)  with respect t o  r t o  zero. 
t he  following two. 
Using the definit ions above plus 
and 
w 4 ( k - l 2 ) ,  M 
k 
k = 1, ..., M 
k = 2, .,M 
we have 
(D.16) 
(D.18) 
which was previously obtained by MIX. 
suggested above requires a b i t  of algebra; the saae resu l t  can be 
obtained more readily by simply different ia t ing (D.7) with respect 
t o  r .  
Obtaining (D.19) by the method 
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APPENDIX E 
GENERATION OF CHANNEI, MATRICES FOR USE I N  ERROR ANALYSIS 
When communication channels a re  analyzed under e r ror  c r i t e r ion  other 
than minimizing channel b i t  error, it is  frequently necessary t o  have the  
channel matrix i n  hand. 
[64], [65], and [66J. 
(m.s.e.) c r i t e r ion  applied t o  the telemetry of numerical data over a 
noisy channel. 
quantized values of a continuous variable.  
vocabulary t o  the same M words labeled vl, . . . ,v I then the  chamei  
t r a n s i t i o n  probabi l i t i es  are 
This need has been pointed out i n  recent papers 
Consider, f o r  example, the mean square e?rOt 
Let the source vocabulary consist  of ;I Trords representing 
If we constrain the  output 
M 
’k R = Prob(z = vk/y = vk ) k, a = 1, * - -,M ( E d  
where z is the  output variable and y the  input variable.  
Pka(k, 4 = 1,. . .,M) const i tute  the  channel matrix. 
The en t r ies  
And the m.s.e. i s  
(E.2) 
2 M M  
k = l  R = l  
2 2 EC = E(x-y) = C (va-vk) Pkaak 
where 
% = prob(y = Vk) 03-31 
2 I n  order t o  evaluate Ec 
P = [Pka] i n  hand. For M large, say M = 2” with m = 9, which corresponds 
t o  using 9 information b i t s  per channel word, the matrix P i s  a 512 x 512 
it i s  necessary t o  have the channel matrix 
13 6 
matrix w i t h  262,144 en t r i e s .  
Let us r e s t r i c t  t he  vocabulary s i ze  t o  an i n t e g r a l  power of two and 
source encoding according t o  the  na tura l  code, v i s .  
v i s  coded a s  00 ... 000 
1 
v i s  coded a s  00 ... 001 2 
v i s  coded a s  00 ... 010 
3 
e t c .  
Then transmitt ing over t he  mth extension of the  BSC (memoryless), we 
obtain the  channel matrix 
where 
PkA(m) = Probrz = v (y = v and m channel b i t s  per 
The matrix P(m) has nice propert ies  a s  pointed out by Abramson [58)  and 
(E.5) R k source word] 
Bellman [67], v i s .  t h a t  
and 
7 
I , m = 2,3,... 
For t h i s  c l a s s  of channel matrices (E.2) becomes 
,a ,m 
I 
I 
B 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
1 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
1 
1 
t 
I 
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I n  pract ice  it i s  desirable t o  compute t h i s  error  for  various values of 
the probabili ty of b i t  error ,  p .  To f a c i l i t a t e  the computations it was 
noted t h a t  the en%ries i n  the channel matrix P are a l l  of t he  form (m> 
(m) = pw qm-w, w = 0, ..., rn ’k a 
The r .v .  w i s  the weight of the channel e r ror  pat tern necessary t o  
permute v i n t o  v i . e .  it i s  the  Hamming distance ( the weight of the  
binary vector) between the representations of v 
matrix of these weights W(m), then 
k a’ 
and v Call the  k a’ 
and 
(E.9)  , m = 2 , 3 ,  ... 
where 1 is a matrix of the appropriate s tze  with a l l  en t i res  one. Hence 
i n  performing the computations one need only generate and s tore  the 
weight matrix W ( m ) .  Since w i s  generally a small integer,  W(m) can be 
s tored using only a few b i t s  per entry.  Mthermore,  it i s  c lear  t h a t  
f o r  m >ml, the  mapping (E.9)  i s  such tha t  each element w (m) has a kR 
unique inverse image i n  the array W(?i). Therefore, it i s  a s t ra ight -  
forward matter t o  determine the element w (m) given the array W (m,) . ka 
(4) So t h a t  - 2 + w 12,12 12,60- For example, if m = 4 and m = 6 then w 1 
one can s tore  some basic  weight matrix W ( m l )  and compute the en t r i e s  i n  
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higher order channel matrices when needed i n  the analysis. 
We might ask if such a reproducing channel matrix i s  limited t o  source 
encoding according t o  the natural  code. 
matrix obtained for the Gray code can be generated i n  a similar manner. 
It turns out t ha t  the  channel 
For t h e  Gray code with m = 1 w e  have 
v coded as 0 1 
v coded a s  1 2 
For m = 2 we have 
v coded as 00 
v coded a s  01 
v coded a s  11 
coded as 10 
1 
2 
3 
v4. 
with 
- 
2 
q P9 
2 
P9 9 
P P9 
2 
P9 P 
2 
- 
2 
P 
2 
9 P9 
2 
pq P9 :i 9 
qP(l) I PPR 
- 
0 1 
1 0 - 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
1 
I 
I 
1 
i 
1 
I 
and 
13 9 
1 0 1 2 
2 1 0 1 
1 2 1 0 
where 
In  general, the  mth extension of the channel matrix (BSC - Gray code) i s  
and the weight or power matrix i s  
c- 
m = 2,3, ... (E.ll) 
where PR (m) and WR (m) a re  the  ref lect ions of P(m) and W(m), respectively, 
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about e i the r  t he i r  horizontal  or v e r t i c a l  ax is .  
The fionecher power of a matrix i s  not r e s t r i c t ed  t o  the  case of a 
2x2 i n i t i a l  matrix but i s  va l id  fo r  any NxN i n i t i a l  matrix. 
ponds t o  an N-ary channel si;;nal alphabet. 
This corres- 
Consider f irst  the  ternary 
channel, N = 3; then the  channel may be represented by the matrix 
12 a13 a 
A(’) = a22 a2] 
a31 *32 a33 
F 1 
and i n  general 
The above generalization i s  va l id  for  A(’) a symmetric stochastic 
matrix with the source encoded according t o  the natural  ternary code, 
e.g. m = 2: 
141 
v : 00 1 
v : 01 2 
v : 02 
3 
v4 : 10 
v5 : l1 
v7 : 2o 
V8 : 21 
v9 22 
v : 12 
6 
By requiring that an = a = a , the matrix A") becomes 
22 33 
q = l - ? p  
For m channel symbols per source word this matrix generalizes to 
Again this can be associated with a weight matrixW- b)[wkp)] with 
We have 
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where again 1 i s  a matrix of appropriate s ize  with a l l  en t r ies  unity.  
The channel matrix i n  (E.13) represents, i n  the terminology of 
Abramson, the  r-ary symmetric channel (rSC) with r = 3 .  
(E.14) i s  xuth extension of the  3SC. 
i s  also val id  for the  mth extension of the rSC. 
have 
And hence, 
We conjecture t h a t  the procuedure 
In  which case we would 
(1) 
r A 
and 
P 
... 
... 
... 
... 
with the  associated weight matrices 
... 
... 
... 
... 
m = 2,3, ... 
1 0 
q = l - ( r - l )p  (E.16) 
(E.18) 
I and 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . 
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Table 3.1 
Max’s Uniform Quantizer Structure for  m = 2,-* .,9 
c =  2 
T H t  U S t R F  
a. C.9U16 
THE V’S 4 H F  
C.4528 1.51CO 
c =  3 
THE U’S ) R E  
C. C -5.106 
I H E  V ‘ S  4 R E  
C.2451 0.7563 
c =  4 
THE U’S C R F  
a. n.25fl2 
THE V‘S 4 H E  
C.1284 r . 3 ‘ t 8 1  
c -  5 
THE U’S @ 3 F  
I 
C. C.1320 
1.1305 1.2993 
C.0659 C.1981 
THE V ’ S  4 ? F  
1.2120 1 . 3 ~ 6 6  
F =  b 
THE U’5  C R r  
C. L‘. J668 
C.5434 ’.6141 
1.1481 1.2327 
1.9467 2.2781 
T H t  V‘S  E H F  
C .5185 0.6497 
1.1897 1.2758 
c.0334 7.1’ 
2 . a ~ ~  2.1467 
P =  7 
THE U’S t H E  
C. r1.13337 
C.2703 q.3?44 
C.5474 ‘:-5829 
a. 83 34 ’ 1 . ~ 7 7 5  
1.1576 1.2r100 
1.5299 1.5710 
1.9680 7. 1336 
2.6105 2.72~36 
THE V‘S  # R E  
0.2874 0.3215 
11.016~ 0.0505 
1.05C)O 
1.3439 
1.7400 
2.1520 
0.5224 
0.6568 
0.7996 
0.1424 
1.0993 
1.2563 
1.4372 
1.6181 
1.8436 
2.0t91 
7.4010 
2.7320 
0.2648 
1.4016 
U.3314 
1.5766 
0.3991 
.h821 
0.4t68 
1.7P76 
c.5355 
1.7084 
0.605C 
2.0212 
C.C 761 
2.1730 
0.7473 
2.3184 
0.8210 
2.5053 
0.8947 
2.6921 
0.9718 
2.9774 
1.0490 
3.2626 
U.1338  
0.6i35R 
1.3204 
2.2228 
9.1673 
0.721Y 
1.365 1 
2.2981 
O.2CC9 
0.7587 
1.4117 
2.2850 
0.2?46 
0.7955 
1.4582 
2.4711 
0.2684 
1.5C7C 
2.5716 
0.3022 
0.8705 
1 . 5 5 5 e  
2 . 6 7 2 C  
0 . 8 3 3 ~  
0.3362 
1.6C172 
2.7945 
0.3703 
0.9471 
1.65R5 
2.9170 
0 . 9 9 8 8  
0.4046 
0.9064 
1.7130 
3.0784 
9.4390 
1.0257 
1.7675 
3.239R 
0.4736 
1.0661 
1.U257 
3.4914 
0.5083 
1.1065 
1. RR39 
3.7429 
0.0673 
0.3387 
0.6137 
0.9159 
1.2432 
2.1023 
2.R431 
0.0042 
0.3558 
0.6366 
0.9353 
1.6486 
2.9077 
1.6225 
1 . 2 6 ~  
2.1374 
0.1c10 
0 .?731 
0 . t547 
0.9549 
1.2e71 
1.6755 
2.1744 
2.Y817 
0.1179 
0.3903 
0.6727 
0.9745 
1.3C93 
1.7C23 
2.2114 
3.0557 
0.134E 
C.407t 
0.691C 
0.5943 
1.3315 
1.730C 
3.1425 
2.2505 
a . i s i c  
0.4245 
1.0142 
0.7092 
1.3545 
1.7577 
2.2897 
3.230C 
a. 1685 
0.4423 
0.7276 
1.0343 
1.3776 
1.7864 
2.3313 
3.3375 
0.1854 
0.4596 
0.7459 
1.0544 
1.4007 
1.8150 
2.3729 
3.4450 
0.2024 
0.4771 
0.7645 
1 .G748 
1.4243 
1.0447 
2.4174 
3.5882 
0.2193 
0.4946 
0.1830 
1.0952 
1.4479 
1.8743 
2.462G 
3.7315 
0.2363 
0.5122 
0.8018 
1.1159 
1.4720 
I 9051 
2.5101 
3.9575 
0.2533 
0.5297 
0.0205 
1 1366 
1 9360 
2.5581 
1.4962 
4.1835 
. ~~ 
0.5651 0.6007 
C.8503 0-896b 
1.1707 1.2214 
1.5457 1.5964 
2.0001 2.0672 
2.6629 2.77R4 
C =  8 
THE (J‘S @HE 
C. ?.”169 
C.1352 ? e l 5 2 1  
c.2712 ? . 2 8 Q ’ j  
C.4089 “.42b3 
C.54.33 3.5071 
C.6933 - I .  7 1  17 
c.a423 ?.?31>14 
c.9378 i . : . i7a  
1.161A 1 .1?30  
1.35 li’ 1 . 3 j 9 9  
1.526‘3 1 .5520  
1.7375 i.7bs-r 
1.9776 2.?133 
2.2137 2.3::41 
2.6304 7.6i354 
3.17ii4 3.2741 
THE V‘S 44E- 
C.QO94 ‘;.’.?53 
C .  1437 ‘1. l b n b  
0.2798 , : . 2 7 6 )  
C.4176 ,-.4350 
C.5582 ,?.5760 
C.7025 ?-723R 
C.d518 .“.P,7JJ 
1.0018 l..J278 
1.3493 1.3713 
1.7515 1.7799 
1.9938 ?.,3?6.) 
1.1724 1.1937 
1.5394 1.4646 
2.2836 2.3246 
2.b572 2.7135 
3.223P 3.3244 
c= 9 
THE U’S 4 R F  
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C. 
C.0674 
0 1348 
C e2024 
C.2733 
c. 3385 
C -4073 
C.4768 
c.5473 
C.61A2 
C a6903 
C.7637 
0.8384 
0.9147 
C.9931 
1.0735 
1.1562 
1.2413 
1.3274 
1.4213 
1.5176 
1.7265 
1.8413 
2.0991 
1.6191 
1.9647 
2.2477 
2.4147 
2.6084 
2.8430 
0.); !R4 
P .ib 7 58 
9.1433 
n . 2 l W  
(1 -2798 
‘J.3471 
q.4955 
r.5ssq 
“.6271 
3.69Y4 
0.7729 
F.8478 
1 )  -92  44 
1.0 0 39 
1.CR38 
1.1667 
1.2521 
1.3407 
1.4331 
1.5300 
1.6322 
1.7404 
1.8563 
1.9808 
2.1169 
2.2674 
2.4372 
2.6351 
2.8765 
n.4159 
G.0338 
0.1691 
0.3054 
G -4437  
0.5849 
0.730 1 
0.8895 
1.0379 
1.2344 
1.3A29 
1.5774 
1 . 7 9 4 3  
2.3458 
2.7432 
3.3810 
0.0422 
‘3.1776 
2.3143 
0.4524 
3.5339 
0.73#3 
9.890 1 
1.0480 
1.2152 
1.3345 
1.5902 
2.3608 
2 3669 
2.7728 
3.4377 
2.3439 
1 . ~ 0 8 7  
0.0168 
0.1517 
0.2873 
3.0842 
0.21Y3 
J.3556 
0.4246 
0.4443 
0.5647 
0.6361 
0.7085 
0.7822 
0.8573 
0.9341 
1.0130 
L .0940 
1.1772 
1.263@ 
1.3520 
1.4449 
1.5425 
1 6454 
1.7544 
1.8714 
1.9971 
2.2815 
2.1349 
2.4602 
2.6624 
2.9112 
0.0507 
0.7226 
0.4C12 
0.6C28 
0.74R6 
9.8390 
1.3582 
1.2260 
1.4Cb2 
1.0031 
1.8234 
2 d; 782 
2.3R98 
2.9c4z 
3.5’C26 
0.C591 
0.1545 
3.3312 
0.4699 
0.6118 
0.7578 
0.9C94 
1.2684 
1.2369 
1.4179 
1.6161 
1.8381 
2.2955 
2.4107 
2.8356 
3.5676 
o . i e 6 i  
0.3253 
9.0927 
0.1601 
0.2278 
0.2958 
0.3642 
9.4333 
0.5030 
0.6451 
0.7177 
0.7915 
0.8668 
0.9439 
1.0230 
1. LO43 
l . l e 7 8  
1.2739 
1.4568 
1.6586 
1.7686 
1.8166 
2.1530 
2.3078 
2.6905 
0.5736 
1.3634 
1.5553 
2.0 136 
2.4836 
2.9471 
0.0675 
0.203C 
0.4787 
0.620E 
0.7671 
0.5192 
1.079C 
1.247E 
1.6292 
1.8531 
2.1133 
2.4334 
3 . 6 4 4 5  
0.076C 
C.2115 
c. 3484 
0.4875 
c.62Ye 
0.7764 
0.9285 
0.339e 
1.429E 
2.e695 
1.088R 
1.2587 
1.4417 
1.6423 
1.@681 
2.1311 
2.9023 
2.4561 
3.7214 
0.C337 
0.101 1 
0.1686 
0.2363 
0.3043 
0.4415 
0.5825 
0.6541 
0.372P 
0.5118 
0.726e 
G. 8008 
0.9536 
1.0330 
0.8763 
1.1146 
1.1984 
1.2849 
1.3749 
1 5677 
1.672C 
1.9019 
2.0303 
2.1714 
i .468e 
1.7828 
2.3285 
2.5075 
2.7193 
2.9842 
0.0844 
3.2201 
0.3570 
4.4963 
0.6388 
0.9386 
1.9992 
1.2698 
0 . 7 8 5 8  
1.4537 
1.6557 
1.R833 
2.1494 
2.4797 
2.9379 
3.8 164 
0.0929 
0.2286 
‘2.3656 
0.5051 
0.7951 
C.94R4 
1.1595 
1.2800 
1.4b57 
1.6690 
1 .e985 
2.1677 
2.5033 
0.6479 
2.9735 
3.9113 
0.0421 
(2.1095 
0.1770 
0.2448 
0.3 128  
0.3814 
0.4506 
0.5206 
0.5914 
0.6631 
0.7360 
0.8102 
0.8859 
0.9634 
1.0431 
L.1249 
1.2091 
1.2960 
1.3864 
1.4809 
1.5804 
1.6855 
1.7973 
1.9174 
2.0472 
2.1901 
2.5319 
2.7488 
2.3495 
3.0228 
0.1014 
0.2371 
0.3743 
0.5139 
@. 6569 
0.R045 
0.9582 
1.1199 
1.2920 
1.4778 
1.6825 
1.9141 
2.1865 
2.5278 
3.0118 
4.0374 
0.1098 
0.2456 
0.5227 
0.6660 
0.8139 
0.96Rl 
1.3031 
1.4899 
1.6961 
1.9 29 6 
2.5524 
4.1636 
0 .  3829 
1.1303 
2.2052 
3.0501 
0.0505 
0.1179 
0.1855 
0.2533 
0.3214 
0.3900 
0.4593 
0.5294 
0.6003 
0 -6722 
0.7452 
0.8196 
0 . ~ 9 5 5  
0.9733 
1.0532 
1.2198 
1.3979 
1.1353 
1 3070 
1.4931 
1.5932 
1.6991 
1.8118 
1 9330 
2.0643 
2.2090 
2.3708 
2.5668 
2.7792 
3.0529 
0.1183 
0.2541 
0.3916 
0.5316 
0.6751 
0.8234 
0.9780 
1. 1408 
1 5022  
1.3144 
1.7098 
1.9455 
2.2245 
2 5780 
4.3616 
3.0915 
0.1267 
0.2627 
0.5404 
0.6842 
0.8328 
0.9879 
1.1512 
1.3256 
1.5146 
1 7235 
2.2438 
2.6036 
3.1330 
0.4002 
1.9614 
4.5596 
0.0589 
0.1264 
0.1939 
0.3299 
0.3986 
0.4681 
0.6092 
0.6812 
0.7544 
0.8290 
0.9051 
0.9832 
1.0633 
1.1457 
1.2305 
1.3182 
1-4096 
1.5053 
1 6062 
1.7127 
1.8265 
1.9488 
2.0816 
2.2282 
2.3925 
2.5823 
2.8106 
3.1048 
0.2618 
0.538a 
3.1484 3.1942 
3.6014/. 3.6035 
THE v s &HE 
C .  3042 
C.1390 
0.2145 
0.3428 
0.0716 
C.ZOt6 
C.4116 
0.5515 
C.6226 
C.h94R 
(2.7683 
0.8431 
(2.9196 
C.9980 
1.0786 
1.1614 
0.4812 
1.2467 
1.3350 
1.5238 
1.6257 
1.7334 
1.9727 
1.4212 
1 . 8 4 8 8  
2. l O R O  
2.2575 
2.4258 
2.6216 
2.8595 
?e1707 
3.63eR 
6.C126 
0.0450 
0.1475 
p.2151 
9.2839 
0.3513 
3.4203 
C.4899 
3 . 5 6 0 3  
j.6316 
9.7039 
C . 1 7 7 6  
0.8526 
0.9293 
1.0080 
1.0889 
1.1120 
1.2576 
1.3463 
1.4399 
1.5362 
1.6588 
1.7474 
1.8b38 
1.9890 
2.2714 
2.4486 
2.6406 
2.9935 
3.2117 
3.7221 
2.1258 
3.2424 
3.7687 
0.0210 
Ll.0884 
0.1559 
0.2236 
3.2915 
5.3599 
0.4289 
0.4987 
0.5692 
0 .64J t  
0.7131 
0 -7869 
0.8621 
0.9390 
1.918rJ 
1.0991 
1.1825 
1.2685 
1.3577 
1.4508 
1.5487 
1 6520 
1.7615 
1 .8700 
2.0053 
2.1439 
2.2976 
2.4718 
2.6763 
2.9288 
3.2671 
3.8153 
3.2932 
3,.8619 
0.0295 
0.0969 
O. l t44  
0.2321 
n.  3090 
0.3685 
0 . 4 2 7 6  
0.5074 
0.5780 
0.6496 
0.7222 
0 . 7 9 6 2  
0.9487 
1.0280 
1.1094 
1.1931 
1.2794 
1.3691 
1.4628 
1.6653 
1.7757 
1.e942 
2.C219 
2.1622 
2.3181 
2.4955 
2.7047 
2.7653 
3.3192 
3.9206 
0.e716 
1 .5 t13  
3.3465 
3.91112 
C.0379 
0.1O5j 
C.2105 
0.308t 
0.3771 
0.4463 
0.51b2 
0.5865 
0.6596 
0.7314 
0.8055 
0.9585 
1.C3RC 
1.2037 
1.2904 
1.3806 
1.4745 
1.6787 
1.790C 
1.9096 
2.0387 
2.1807 
2.3395 
2.51YC 
2.7338 
3.C031 
3.3746 
4.0415 
0 . 1 r 2 ~  
o . e a i i  
i . i i 9 e  
1.574C 
3.4040 
4.1131 
0.0463 
0.1137 
0.lR13 
0.2490 
C . 3 1 7 1  
0.3857 
0.4550 
0.5250 
0.5958 
'3.667b 
0.7406 
0.11149 
0.8907 
0.9604 
1.0481 
1.1301 
1.2144 
1.3315 
1.3921 
1.4870 
1.5868 
1.6922 
1.8045 
1.9252 
2.0557 
2.1995 
2.3660 
2.5442 
2.7638 
3.0424 
3.4335 
4.1844 
3.4647 
4.2741 
0.0547 
0.1222 
0.1897 
0.2575 
0.3257 
'3.3'44 3 
0.463T 
G.5330 
0.6048 
0.6767 
0.7498 
0.8243 
0.9003 
0.9782 
1.0583 
1 .1405  
1.2251 
1.3126 
1.4037 
1.4991 
1.5997 
1.7059 
1.81Y1 
1.9409 
2.0729 
2.2185 
2.31116 
2.5694 
2.7947 
3.0834 
4.3638 
3.4960 
3.5300 
4.4882 
0.0632 
0.1306 
0.1982 
0.3342 
0.4724 
0.6137 
0.6858 
0.7590 
0.8337 
O.YO99 
1.0684 
1.1510 
1.2359 
1.3238 
1.4154 
1.5114 
1.6126 
1.8339 
1.Y567 
2.0903 
2.2318 
2.4035 
2.5952 
2.8265 
3.1261 
3.5641 
4.6176 
0.2660 
0.4030 
0.5426 
0.9881 
1.7196 
Table 3 . 3  
The Optimum Quantizer Structure for PSK Reception and 
the  Natural Code with in = 2,. ..,9 
Mr2 BETA-0.01 
THE U'S ARE 
0.00 00005  
THE V I S  ARE 
0.000 01 126 
1193 UETAmS. 
Tu€ u's *RE 
9.090 0.145 
THE V ' S  A R E  
0.037 0 309 
M-4 bETAm14.3 
THE U'S HIE 
0.000 0.087 
THE V I S  ARE 
0.048 0.181 
Y m 5  BETA-28.6 
T M  U'S ARE 
0.000 0.082 
0.909 1.044 
THE V'S ARE 
0.'042 0.113 
0.904 1 . I45 
EPSTARSQ- 0.9'1 1972OE 00 
0.497 1 .om 
0.757 1 e 5 0 1  
EPSTARSQb 0.3216BOOE-01 
0 277 0.493 0.702 1 b o 0 8  1 a372 1 a917 
0.381 0.588 0.846 1.167 1 .587 2.257 
EPSTARSQ. 0.5344853E-02 
0.183 0 293 0.409 0 . e 9  0 bbS4 0.782 
1 a232 1.418 1 b e 2 7  1.880 2.101 2 b70 
0 238 0.311 0.468 0.S90 0.716 0.043 
1 m320 1.51s 1.741 2.019 2 385 2.956 
14 6 
147 
M= 6  BETA140.  
THE V'!i ARC 
0.000 0.051 
0.530 0.602 
1.112 10197 
1.862 1.978 
0.026 0.082 
0.566 0.658 
1.154 1.24L 
1 e918 2.339 
M27 a E T A = 5 2 .  
rnE w's ARE 
rnE v t 5  ARE 
0.545 0.5e1 
0.000 0.021 
0.264 0 299 
7.839 0 877 
1 e138 1.185 
1 e513 1.563 
1.947 2.012 
2.555 2 652 
THE V ' 5  ARC 
0.01 1 0.037 
0.282 0.317 
3.563 3 . 599 
0.858 0 896 
1.162 10209 
1.538 1 588 
1 a 9 7 9  20'246 
2 602 2.702 
M=E ~~ra-65. 
rnE v's 
0.000 C.014 
J.135 0.152 
0.271 0 . 288 
0.409 0 426 
0.549 0 567 
0 -693 0.712 
0.842 0.861 
C.998 1 .O 18 
1.154 1*182 
1.337 l.=6C 
1.527 1.552 
1.737 1.765 
1.974 2.009 
2.263 2.333 
2.628 2.683 
3.171 3.265 
3.008 0.024 
0.144 0.160 
0.28C 0.297 
C.418 0.435 
0.558 Gas76 
3.702 3.721 
7.a52 3.871 
1 .coa 1 0028 
1.171 1 193 
1.348 1.371 
1.539 1 e564 
1.751 1 779 
1.993 2.026 
2.283 2 323 
2.655 2.711 
3.216 3.315 
rnE v ' s  ARE 
0.113 0.190 0.249 
0.674 0.: 17 0.821 
1.283 1 .:r2 1 e464 
2.104 2.244 2.404 
0.147 0.: 15 0 284 
C.71 1 0.734 0 658 
1.327 1.417 1.510 
2.170 2.t:a 2.492 
EPSTARSOz 0.7: 34850E-33 
0.053 
0 334 
0.617 
0.916 
1 e232 
1.614 
2.080 
2 756 
0.071 
0 352 
0.635 
0 935 
1.255 
1.64C 
2.114 
2.810 
0 688 
0*;.59 
0 0 653 
0.955 
1.278 
1.667 
2.150 
2 F70 
00 106 
0.587 
0.671 
0.975 
1.301 
1 .e93 
2.186 
2.930 
0.123 
0.404 
0.689 
0 995 
1.324 
1.720 
2.223 
2 . 999 
0. 142 
0.422 
0.707 
1.014 
1 e347 
1 a 7 4 8  
2.261 
3 0 070 
EPSTARSO- 003354251E-03 
0.032 
0.169 
0.3C5 
0.444 
0.585 
0.730 
0.881 
1 ad36 
1 . 2 C 4  
1 0383 
1.577 
1 e790 
2.043 
2.345 
2.741 
3.370 
Or042 
0.177 
0.314 
Go452 
0 0 594 
0.739 
C.890 
1 e C 4 8  
1.215 
1 394 
1 e590 
1.808 
2. C60 
2 366 
2 e 770 
3.429 
OoC49 
00 196 
0.:22 
0.653 
0.749 
O.S 50 
1 rC39 
1 e 2 3 6  
1 a406 
lata3 
1 rt23 
2 . c.77 
2 .  Le8 
2.t01 
3 . 487 
0.059 
0,194 
OoL31 
C.470 
0.612 
5.758 
0eS09 
1 e068 
1.237 
0.451 
1.418 
lee16 
1 . E 3 8  
2 . C95 
2.439 
2.832 
3.549 
0 066 
0.203 
0.340 
0 479 
0.621 
0.767 
0.919 
I e079 
1.248 
1 r43C 
1 ab19 
1 a 8 5 3  
20 113 
2 432 
2 865 
3.621 
0 0 076 
0.211 
3 . 348 
0 487 
0.630 
0 776 
0.929 
1.089 
I -259 
1.441 
1 a642 
1.868 
2 .  130 
2.455 
3.694 
2.899 
0.318 
0 89i 
1 558 
2.600 
0 . 354 
0 932 
1.606 
2.738 
0.159 
0.439 
0 726 
1 034 
1 370 
1 e776 
20 330 
3.157 
Om 177 
0.457 
0 b 744  
1 OS3 
1 b 394 
1 b 8 0 4  
2 b 340 
3.245 
0.083 
0.220 
0.357 
0 496 
0 639 
0 786 
0 939 
1 270 
1 b 453 
1 b653 
1 883 
2. 149 
2.478 
2 b 934 
3.779 
0.093 
0 366 
0 b 535 
0 648 
0 795 
c . 948 
1.281 
1 b 465 
1 669 
1.898 
2.167 
2.502 
2 b 969 
3 b 865 
1.100 
0 b 228 
1.110 
0 e 389 
0.970 
1 e656 
2 854 
08424 
1.006 
1.736 
3.001 
0.194 
0.474 
0 763 
1.072 
1.417 
1 e833 
20381 
3 0 368 
0.212 
0 b 492 
Ob782 
1.090 
1.441 
1 e 8 6 1  
3.490 
2.422 
0.101 
0.237 
0 a 374 
0.514 
0.657 
0.805 
C.958 
1 0291 
1 0682 
1.914 
2.186 
2.526 
3.007 
3 b 968 
0.110 
0.246 
0 383 
0.523 
0 0666 
0.814 
0 a 968 
1.131 
1 -303 
1.490 
1.696 
1 e929 
2.204 
2.551 
3 e 045 
4m071 
1 b121 
1 b478 
0.459 
1 e043 
1 -758 
3.241 
3.495 
1 a077 
1 0809 
3.481 
0.229 
0.509 
0.801 
1.108 
1.465 
1.890 
2.466 
3.700 
0.247 
0b527 
0n819 
1.123 
1.489 
1 a 9 1 8  
2.509 
3.911 
0.118 
0.254 
0.391 
0.531 
0.675 
0.823 
0.978 
1~141 
1.314 
1 a502 
1.709 
1.945 
2.224 
2 I 576 
3.086 
4.219 
0.127 
0 e 263 
0.400 
0b540 
0.684 
0.833 
0.988 
1.150 
1.325 
1.514 
1.723 
1 a960 
2.243 
2.602 
3.127 
41368 
148 
M-9 aETA193. 
THE V'S ARE 
0.500 
0 067 
0.135 
O . i O L  
0.27C 
0.338 
0.407 
0.477 
0.547 
3.618 
3.69)C 
0.764 
0 . 8 3 M  
0.915 
0.993 
1 .C74 
1 e154 
1 e241 
1 e329 
1.421 
1.518 
1.619 
1 e726 
1 e841 
1 e964 
2.C99 
2.248 
2.4 15 
2 . 6 ~ 8  
2.843 
3.148 
3.60C 
0.358 
0.076 
0.143 
0.211 
0.279 
0 347 
0.416 
C: 486 
0 556 
3.62-' 
3.699 
0.773 
u. ti40 
0.92" 
lac53 
1 a284 
1 167 
1.252 
1.341 
1 a433 
I e 5 3 v  
1.632 
1.740 
1.856 
1.991 
117 
Le267 
L.437 
Z 633 
r.876 
3.676 
3 . 1 9 ~  
THE V 'S  A R i  
O.CO4 
0.C72 
0.139 
0.297 
0.i75 
0.543 
0.412 
0.481 
0.55 1 
0.623 
0.695 
5.768 
0.043. 
0.425 
0.998 
1.079 
1.161 
1 e247 
1 .33,5 
1 e427 
1.524 
1 e626 
1.733 
1.849 
1.973 
2.1'28 
2.257 
2.426 
2 e62 1 
2.859 
3.170 
3.637 
0.C12 
0. 0 8 3  
0.147 
0.215 
0.283 
0.351 
0 420 
0.493 
0.5611 
0.632 
0.764 
0 770 
C.E53 
0.929 
1.928 
1.089 
1 172 
1.258 
1 e346 
1.439 
1 e536 
1 e639 
1.747 
1.864 
1 a989 
2.126 
2 e 277 
2 448 
2.648 
2.893 
3.217 
3.719 
EPSTA!?SO= 0.5368143E-CQ 
0.016 
0.192 
0.219 
0.287 
0.356 
"425 
c:. 494 
0 565 
3.636 
0.7C.Y 
0.702 
0,857 
3.934 
1 e L 1 3  
1.094 
1,177 
1 e263 
1.352 
1.445 
1.542 
1 .€45 
1.754 
1.871 
1.997 
2.135 
0 . 0 ~ 4  
r.287 
2 46C 
de662 
20'31 1 
3.241 
3,762 
0.021 
o.cee 
C.156 
3.224 
0.292 
3 360 
0.429 
00499 
0.569 
0.641 
0.713 
0.787 
C.262 
0.939 
1.018 
1.099 
1.182 
1.268 
I .J38 
1.451 
1 a549 
1 a652 
1.761 
1.879 
2.OC5 
2.144 
2.297 
2.472 
2.676 
2.928 
3.266 
3.81 1 
Ob( 25 
0.U93 
0.160 
0.;  18 
0.2 96 
0, :  >4 
0.413 
0.5 1.3 
0.574 
3 .  e45 
C . i ' . 8  
0.732 
t i l t 5 7  
0.5 $4  
1 eC23 
1.104 
1.274 
1 e363 
10457 
I . f.55 
1 e659 
1.769 
1.887 
2.C14 
2 - 1 3  
2.308 
2.493 
2 e 690 
2 047 
3.292 
3.&3 
0.V29 
0.c 37 
0.164 
0.232 
0.: 70 
0.Ca9 
0.438 
0.5:,7 
O.E.?8 
0.t50 
C . 7 2 2  
0.736 
0 672 
0.5 19 
1 .C28 
1 139 
1 193 
1 .i 79 
1.369 
1.463 
1.561 
1.665 
1 e776 
1.E94 
2.022 
2.162 
2.218 
2.495 
2 704 
2 965 
3.318 
3.514 
i .rse  
0 033 
0.101 
0.169 
0.Z3.5 
0.304 
0.373 
0.442 
0.512 
ti.58Z 
3 654 
0.727 
0.176 
0.954 
1.033 
1.115 
1 e285 
1 e375 
1 e469 
1.568 
1 e672 
1.783 
1 e90L 
2.C30 
2.171 
L .  328 
2.207 
2.719 
2,984 
3.346 
3.974 
0.038 
0.105 
0.173 
0.241 
0.309 
0 377 
0 446 
0.516 
0.507 
0 659 
0.731 
O b e O b  
0.501 
0 959 
I . C 3 8  
I ,  I 2 3  
1 a204 
1.290 
1 . A 8 1  
1.47s 
1 .574 
1 e679 
I e79C 
1.910 
2.039 
2.181 
2.339 
2.519 
2.734 
3.003 
3.373 
4.033 
U.801 
1.19e 
0.042 
0.109 
0.177 
0.245 
0.31L4 
O . - 7 Y I  
0.451 
0.521 
0.591 
0.653 
S 736 
0.813 
0 e86 
0.063 
1.043 
1.125 
1 209 
I 236 
1 386 
10481 
1.580 
1.E.35 
1 797 
10917 
2.047 
2.190 
2.349 
2.532 
2.749 
3.022 
3.433 
4.104 
0. 046 
0 0  114 
0. 1 8 1  
0.249 
0.317 
0 386 
0.455 
0 e 525 
0 596 
0.668 
0.741 
0.815 
0."01 
0 968 
IeC48 
1.130 
1.214 
10301 
1 392 
10487 
1 587 
1 e692 
1 a804 
1 0 925 
2.056 
2.  199 
2. 360 
2.544 
2 0 764 
3.042 
3.432 
4. 176 
0.050 
0.118 
0.185 
0.253 
0.321 
0.395 
0 459 
0.529 
0.600 
0067d 
0.745 
C . 8 2 S  
0.895 
0.973 
1.053 
1.136 
1.220 
1.307 
I 0398 
1 0493 
1.593 
1 0690 
1 .e12 
1 b93-1 
2.064 
2.209 
26371 
2.557 
d.779 
3 062 
3 0 463 
4.274 
0.055 
0.122 
0.190 
0.258 
0 e 326 
0 e 394 
0.464 
0.534 
0.605 
0.677 
0.750 
0.824 
O."OO 
0.978 
1.058 
141 
0225 
e313 
0404 
0499 
0600 
706 
0819 
0941 
2 e 073 
2.218 
2.381 
2.569 
2.794 
3.083 
3 0 494 
4 372 
0.059 
0.126 
0.194 
0.262 
0.330 
0.399 
0.46d 
0.538 
0m609 
0.681 
0.754 
0.829 
0.905 
0.983 
1 e063 
1.146 
1 e230 
1 e318 
10410 
1.505 
1 e606 
1.713 
1.826 
1.949 
2.082 
2.228 
2.392 
2.582 
2.810 
3.104 
3.528 
4 0542 
0.063 
0.131 
0.198 
0.266 
0.334 
0.403 
0.472 
0.543 
0.614 
0.686 
0.759 
0.834 
0.910 
00988 
1 e068 
1.151 
1.236 
1.324 
1.415 
1.51 1 
1.613 
1.720 
1.834 
1 e957 
2.090 
2.238 
2.403 
2.595 
2.826 
3.125 
3 562 
4.713 
149 
B 
in db In Unit8 
20.0 100.0 
19.212 83.4 
16.990 50.00 
16.021 40.00 
15.224 33.3 
15.031 25.0 
13.010 20.0 
12.227 16.7 
10.00 10.0 
18.543 71.5 
17.701 56.9 
Table 3.4 
p~_____ - 
-5 -rp -6 ~ r 7  111-8 
2 2 2 
(+1 
r r r 5 r e* 1 
,1041 .ooiO41 ,05686 .000305g .03064 ,000975 
.i88i .io41 .mi042 .05675 .OOO3144 .02m .0001@7 
.i87g .003542 ,1016 .mi362 ' .05003 ,001489 .w336 ,0002915 
.1861 ,003874 .ow% .002776 ,04439 .004853 
.i808 .005016 ,08704 ,006142 .O4004 -01117 
,1631 .01149 .q458 ,01926 ,0317 .03132 
.1461 .a405 .c6612 ,03917 .03039 ,05789 ,01418 ,07813 
.1331 .Ob093 -06023 a 0 6 2 5 8  , -02779 S O 8 6 6 8  
,1036 ,1252 -04754 ,1629 
.1881 .00396 .I040 .001048 .05620 .0003592 .02830 .000309 
.la1 .(XI3503 ,1035 .001110 .05374 -0006444 
The Quantizing Interval r of m ' s  Uniform Quantizer for 
m = l,...,g 
m r 
1.59577 
0.99570 
0.58602 
0.33520 
0.1&314 
r 
0.10406 
0.03076 
0.01650 
0.05687 
Table 3*5 
The Optimum Quantizing Interval r of the Optimum Uniform 
Quantizer for PSK Reception and the Natural Code with m = 5,6,7,8 
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APPENDIX G 
COMPUTER PROGRAM5 USED FOR COMPUTII!TG QUANTIZER STRUCTURES 
These programs a r e  a l l  f o r  t h e  input data d i s t r i b u t e d  N ( 0 , l ) .  By 
t r a n s l a t i n g  and spreading, t h e  r e s u l t s  may be applied t o  Gaussian data 
w i t h  any mean or variance. The channel matrix used is t h a t  f o r  t h e  
add i t ive  white Gaussian channel w i t h  no bandwidth r e s t r i c t i o n s .  Both 
PSK and FSK reception were considered. 
G.l Determining &x's Uniform Quantizer 
Subroutine UANDV. This ca l cu la t e s  
Vk k = 2, ... NEND (*) 
Uk k = 2, ... NEND (*) 
t where 
v = v  
- k k-1 
'k - .  2 
Method: Regula f a l s i  i s  used seve ra l  t imes t o  ge t  a good estimate;  
then Newton's method i s  employed. 
Calling Sequence: C a l l  UANDV(U, V, 2, NEND, EPS) 
1 2  
+ q ( x )  = - e-? 
f i  
U = one dimensional array where U(l) has been set t o  0.0 
V = one dimensional array where some V(l) i s  input in to  
the  subroutine. 
before entering the subroutine) 
( i*e. ,  V(l) must be assigned a value 
NEND = upper l imit  of i n d i  es; see (*) and ("6) above; in my 
programs m D  = P-E 
EPS = some small number t o  be used in convergence c r i te r ion ;  
if  accuracy corresponding t o  t h i s  epsilon cannot be 
obtained, a message w i l l  be printed out and epsilon 
w i l l  be multiplied by 10. The new value of epsilon 
will a lso  be printed. I n  a l l  my programs, EPS = .ooOOl 
Note: Actually the  subroutine was designed f o r  a more general case where 
Vi and Ui are set  by t h e  call ing program and the  user desires t o  obtain: 
i n  which case the c a l l  would appear: 
Call UANDV(U, V, I+1, R, EPS) 
(the 3rd and lcth arguments a re  integers where) 
R 1+1 
Search promam. This program uses the UANDV subroutine t o  
determine a V1 such t h a t  
2Cp(U+m-l) 
Method: In general, the expression of the  l e f t  above is  considered 
a function of ~ ( 1 ) :  
kLL 
v(1) = ;r-1 i s  t o  the  l e f t  of the root we search for.  ( I f  t h i s  i s  not 
so, t h e  program stops.) Using 6 = (selected rather  a rb i t r a r i l y )  
F(V(1)  = p-l i s  considered t o  be a posit ive number, i , e .  
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a value t o  the  r igh t  of t h e  root  i s  found by adding (and subt rac t ing)  
i n t e g r a l  multiples of 6. 
Part  2 Once the root  has been bracketed by two numbers (ca l led  VqW1 
and VcpNE2) Regula F a l s i  i s  used. 
Punch Program. T h i s  reads i n  a value of V ( 1 )  (previously determined 
from the  Search program) and a value of M. Using the  UANDV subroutine 
it punches out t h e  
U ( l ) ,  . . ;, u(2m-1) and 
V ( l ) ,  . . . , V(2'"l) 
and an i n i t i a l  l a b e l  card with t h e  value of M. 
Note: Several c a r d s  with values of V ( 1 )  and M may be supplied.  
Subroutine BTTDIF ( h p  Program). T h i s  ca lcu la tes  the  " b i t  
difference" between binary representat ions of two in tegers .  The " b i t  
difference" i s  defined t o  be the  number of binary posi t ions i n  which 
t h e  representations d i f f e r .  Example: 10Ol2 and 01102 have B.D. of 
4. 
Method: IJsing ERA (exclusive "or") between t h e  two numbers gives 
a t h i r d  number, i n  which t h e  number of 1's i s  the  b i t  difference.  This 
t h i r d  number i s  successively divided by 2 and t h e  remainder checked t o  
count t h e  number of 1 ' s  i n  it. 
C a l l  Sequence: Ca l l  BITDIF(1, J, K) 
I =] Input in tegers  
J =  
K = B i t  difference of I, J 
2 Quantizer and Channel Error Program - E+ 
1 
2 This program calculates of (3.22) using the BITDIF subroutine. 
1 
The program is designed t o  read In output of the:Punch program, and 
decreasingly ordered values of f3 o ST/NOn supplied in the data deck. 
Tbe data deck set-up is described In the i n i t i a l  comments. An 
example is e v e n  in  Figure G . l .  
-blank card 
values of 8 = ST/Non 
more U ' s  and V ' s  - blank card 
---values of U and V from punch program I 
Figure 0.1 The Data Deck Set-Up 
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G.2 Determining the  Optimum Quantizer 
G . 2 . 1  Newton's hkthod. Newton's i t e r a t i o n  method i s  used t o  solve 
the  system of equations 
f(u,v) = 0 
where the  f i r s t  9-l- 1 equations of t he  system are 
..m-1 
m- 1 and the  remaining, 2 equations a re  
9-1 .. 
with 
- Qja - ' j - lg - 'ja 
R j R  = 'j 1 - 'j-1R 
(U,v)n+l = (U'')n f 6 
' ( ~ t 2 - j  >a.  - ' ( P + I -  j x 
P(2mt2-j >a  - '(zm+l-j )X 
t The u and v vectors a re  i t e r a t e d  a s  follows 
- 
where 8 i s  the  solution of 
[Jn] 6 = - f(U,V),  
and Jn i s  the  Jacobian of f a t  (U,V),* The flow diagram of the  program 
fo r  computing the optimum u & v vectors a s  a function of the  channel i s  
given i n  Figure G.2. 
t h i s  case the couple notation ( u , v ) ~  simply means the  combined 
array of t he  u ond v vectors.  
I t e r a t ions  already performed. 
The n stands fo r  number of 
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Read m 
t 
1 
Read U's and V I S  
of Max's ( i n i t i a l  
values) 
I 1 Reflect U ' s ,  VIS and renumber 
Set B i t  Difference Arra *
Calculate p,q, and States  for  I Pij m a r i x  I 
Form J matrix; 4 from f(u,v) 
This answer (u,v) i s  
used as the i n i t i a l  
value fo r  t h e  new Solve for  5 
I I i t e ra t ion .  
Answer has been 
obtained, write 
(u, v) ; calculate 
Figure 0.2 Flow Diagram for Computing the optimum Quantizer Noisy 
Newton ' s Method 
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G.2.2 Alternate &thod. This method takes advantage of the 
coupling of the u and v vectors as shown in (3.23) and (3.24). The 
iteration technique employed is to initially take l3 large and using 
Max's u and v vectors alternately apply (3.23) and (3.24) until (3.23) 
and (3.24) are solved. In this case 
(U,v)n+l = F(udn 
where it is known that 
(u,4 = F(u,v) 
and the functional relationship F(u,v) is given by (3.23) and (3.24). 
A flow diagram of the program used for this computation is presented 
in Figure G.3. 
G.3 Determining the Uniform Quantizer 
We first determine the optimum interval for the noiseless channel 
which we call Max's r. This is done by solving the equation 
FUNCTm(r) = 0 
where FUNCT (2) is given by (D.19). 
Figure G.4. 
"he program used is described in m 
We also determine the optimum interval for progressively more noisy 
channels. This is done by solving (D.18) for r. 
program used for this computation is shown in Figure G.5. 
f(r) is that given in (D.18), i.e. 
A flow diagram of the 
The function 
f(r) = o 
2 The equation for €+ (r) is (D.6). 
1 
Read U ' s  and V's  of 
MU'S ( in i t ia l  
values) 
Reflect U ' s ,  VIS 
and renumber + 
write e, and 
( U , V ) l  A 
Set B i t  Difference Array 
h 
Ye0 
Read f3 f + 
Calculate tzz (u,v) 
1 
1 
ICalculate P, Q, and states for 1 
p i J  matrix 
1 ITER = 0 I This (u,v) is  used as the in i t ia l  
value for the new 
iteration. 
1 yes 
Root has been bracketed by 
R1 and E. Apply Regular- 
Falsi to obtain solution R. t Write R 
I 
Figure G.4 Flow Diagram for Computing Max's r. 
Set  B i t  Difference Array 
Decrement R1 unt i l  sign of f(R1) 
changes; th is  new point is 
called R2 
c 
Read an i n i t i a l  
value R1 and 
atates of P 
EPSl  - (the i n i t i a l  value)l 
Write R, EPS, EPSl u
Figure G.5 Flow Diagram for Computing the Optimum r 
The R obtsined l a  
ured for l n l t l r l  
value (Rl) In new 
search. 
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APPENDIX H 
FORMSJLATION OF THE TRADE-OFF P R O B U M A S  AN 
INTEGER NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEM 
The problem i s  t o  minimize the sum 
2 " 2 2  
= C 0. (mi) 
1 i=1 i 
2 where n i s  an integer  and the  a. (i = 1,. . .,n) a re  posit ive constants 
(the eigenvalues from (2.8)) ordered such t h a t  
1 
2 2 
- 'On u1 > ... - 
2 The & 
3.12 fo r  a fixed value of A = I'/%. Hence the €* * ( m . )  a re  constrained 
t o  the  se t  
(mi) (i=l,. . ,n) are those connected by so l id  l i n e s  i n  Figure 
i 
1 i 
where 
e ( l )  - > e(2) - > ... e($) (H.4.) 
And 6 i s  the  largest  member of the  s e t  of integers which the  m . ( i  = I, 
1 
..., n) take on, i . e .  
m €[1,2, ' ,a] i 
The m i ( i  = 1,. .,n) a re  constrained by the requirement 
n 
nj,= E m  
i i=l 
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* r 
8 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
8 
where % - <
have tha t  
i s  a l so  an integer. Using ( H . l )  through (H.6) we a l so  
> m  "1- 2 
. . . .  
For assume not, then for  some j and j4-1 we have from (H.4.) t ha t  
> m .  =>e(m.) 2 e ( m j t l )  
mj+l - j J 
and f'rom ( H . l )  t ha t  
2 2 2 n 2 2  4~ = c u. C+ (mi) + u.  e(m.1 + uj+l e(mj+l) 
1 J J i=l i 
ifj ,  j + l  
where from (H.2) 
2 2 
oj L Qj+l 
Now, using (H.8) we obtain 
and rearranging the terms i n  (H.11)  we have 
2 2 2 2 u e(m 1 + uj+l e(mj+l)  2 0. e(mj+l) + u. e(m.) 
j j  J J J 
(H.lO) 
( H . l l )  
2 Therefore, & given by (H.9) i s  not minimum. 
constraints given by (H.7). 
(H.7) t ha t  
Hence, we have the l inear  
It also follows immediately from (H.6) and 
5 1 (H-13)  
nonlinear programming with l i n e a r  cons t ra in ts  and a separable objective 
function. 
. , i  
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